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CHAPTER 1

LITERATURE REVIEW

L

TISSUE INTERACTIONS IN DEVELOPMENT

Ontogenesis can be mapped through six sequential phases including

gametogenesis, fertilization, cleavage, gastrulation, organogenesis, and finally

growth and histological differentiation. Fertilization of the ovum provides
the original, finite genetic material for all future ceils, but it is the events
which follow fertilization that determine how this genetic information will

be expressed. After fertilization, rapid mitotic division during cleavage stage

produces a blastula, a hollow spherical body with a layer of ceils, the
blastoderm, surrounding a cavity called the blastocele. Gastrulation results in
the three layers of cells known as the germ layers: the _external layer, the

ectoderm, will give rise to the skin, epidermis, and the nervous system; the
mesoderm will form connective tissue, muscles, and the vascular and

urogenital systems; and, the endoderm will form the alimentary canal and
the digestive organs. With the formation of these germ layers, the process of
subdivision of the embryo into parts with specific destinies commences.

Thus, gastrulation serves to rearrange the once homogeneous cell

populations of the blastula into the spatially heterogeneous populations that
are responsible for organogenesis. The continuous masses of cells of the germ
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layers become split up into smaller groups of cells, each of which is destined
to produce a certain organ or tissue. Eventually, the cells in each organ

rudiment become histologically unique by differentially expressing their

genetic information. The cells acquire the structural and physiochemical
properties which enable them to perform their specialized physiological
functions. However, underlying this differentiation are specific interactions

between these tissues.
Tissue interactions have been shown to play necessary roles in the

development and differentiation of most, if not all, organs of vertebrate
embryos (see reviews by Deucher, 1975; Wessels, 1977; Lash and Burger, 1977).
Much of the pioneering work in establishing the importance of tissue
interactions in development can be traced to

Spemann and his colleagues

(Spemann,1938). The lens was one of the first embryonic structures to be
examined for inductive interactions, and in 1901 (Spemann, 1901), Spemann
demonstrated that the presence of the optic cup was necessary for lens

development in the frog. In 1924, one of Spemann’s pupils, Hilde Mangold
(Spemann and Mangold, 1924) showed that when a piece of the dorsal lip of a
donor blastopore was heteroplastically transplanted to a host embryo
(Triturus cristatus to Triturus taeniatus), a whole system of additional organs

appeared on the side of embryo where the graft had been placed. Later, it was
demonstrated that the differentiation of the neural tube, brain, and the
midline skeletal axis required a previous interaction between

chordamesoderm and ectoderm during gastrulation (Spemann, 1938).

Spemann termed this phenomenon in which the differentiation of one tissue
can be shown to require the presence or the products of another tissue
embryonic induction. The necessary tissue or substance was called the
inducer. Induction can be defined as the process by which stable, permanent

changes in one population of cells result from signals sent by adjacent,
different-cell populations. Therefore, in development, it is gastrulation
which initially creates these differing cell populations by spatial

reorganization of cells. The subsequent interaction of these populations
facilitates differentiaton and represents a major means by which the original

genetic material of the fertilized egg can be regulated and differentially

expressed in adult cells (Wessels, 1977).

II.

TYPES OF TISSUE INTERACTIONS

Induction has been the focus of much study ( Holtzer, 1968; Saxen, 1977;

Wessels, 1977). There are two types of induction: permissive and instructive

(Holtzer, 1968; Saxen et al, 1976; Saxen, 1977a,b). Permissive interactions (or
inductions) are those in which the inducer provides a favourable condition to

allow responding tissues to develop along their normal, predetermined

pathway; i.e. permissive interactions result in the realization of the
prospective fate of a determined tissue. The effect of the inducer, then, is

nonspecific. For example, many different embryonic mesenchymal tissues
can induce metanephric secretory tubule formation (Unsworth and
Grobstein, 1970), but these same tissues cannot induce tubule morphogenesis
in foreign non-metanephrogenic embryonic mesenchyme (Saxen, 1970). In

instructive or directed interactions, however, the inducer actively directs the

responding tissue to behave in a specific way. In addition, instructive
interactions direct responding tissues to differentiate along pathways they
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would not normally have followed, and the result is the expression of new

genetic information and an altered phenotype. For example, in murine tooth

development, the dental papilla, as an inducer, can elicit enamel organ
formation not only in non-tooth forming oral epithelium (Kollar and Baird,
1970b; Thesleff, 1977; Richman and Kollar, 1986) but also in non-oral foot pad

epithelium (Kollar and Baird, 1970b)

Epithelio-Mesenchymal Interactions (EMI)

Epithelio-mesenchymal interactions (EMI) are one form of tissue
interaction in which epithelia, derived from any of the germ layers, interacts
with adjacent mesenchyme. The development of integumental derivatives-

hair, feathers, scales, teeth, etc.- is dependent on E-M interactions ( Kollar,

1972; Slavkin, 1974,1978; Kollar and Lumsden, 1979; Slavkin et a1.,1980). The

development of teeth, in particular, provides an excellent model for studying
these interactions. The highly organized and distinctive morphology of

enamel and dentin facilitates the reliable identification of the products of
inductive events, and it is possible to distinguish between instructive and

permissive interactions based on the type of structure induced.
Murine incisor

(Hay, 1961) and molar (Cohn, 1957; Atkinson,1972)

development has been mapped morphologically and chronologically. The
first molar begins formation at day 14 of gestation as an epithelial

downgrowth of oral epithelium called the dental lamina. This invagination
forms a cup-shaped enamel organ enclosed in an area of condensed

mesenchymal cells, the dental papilla (see Fig. 1). As crown development
continues and the bell-shaped enamel organ can be identified, these

mesenchymal cells become polarized and are now known as odontoblasts.
The first odontoblasts are seen at day 15 at the cusp tips while dentin secretion

begins at day 17. The inner layer of the enamel organ, the inner enamel

epithelium, gives rise to polarized ameloblass which begin to produce
enamel matrix after the first layer of dentin is laid down. A well defined

gradient of differentiation is found within the molar tooth bud with the firstdifferentiated and most mature cells found at the cusp tips and progressively

less-mature cells encountered as the cervical margin is approached. As
enamel formation is completed cervically, root development begins.

Root development begins when cells of the cervical loop, an extension
of enamel organ epithelium, migrate apically as Hertwig’s epithelial root
sheath (ERS: Hertwig, 1874) (see Figs. 2, 3). With this apical migration of

epithelium, mesenchymal cells of the adjacent dental papilla differentiate
into odontoblasts which will secrete the future root dentin. Later, when the

ERS fenestrates allowing mesenchymal cells of the peripheral dental sac to
contact the root dentin surface, the third mineralized tissue of the tooth,

cementum, is deposited on the root surface (Armitage, 1986). Periodontal

ligament (PDL) formation accompanies cementum deposition, and this
structure serves to connect the surrounding alveolar bone to the root via its

surface cementum. As these supporting structures proliferate and mature,
tooth eruption occurs around day 38 of development.

B

Tooth Development as a Model for EMI

Because of its unique developmental history, the developing tooth is
an excellent model for studing EoM interactions.

A number of excellent

reviews are available which describe, in detail, the interactions which occur
in this system (Slavkin, 1974, 1978; Kollar, 1981, 1983; Thesleff and

Humerinta, 1981; Ruch, 1984, 1985). Huggins et al. were the first investigators
to use the developing tooth as a model for E-M interactions (Huggins, 1934).

These experiments utilized teeth from the canine species, since in dog at an
advanced developmental stage, some calcified dental and enamel are present

facilitating the mechanical separation of these two tissues without
trypsinizafion. Dental epithelial and mesodermal components of older tooth

germs were hetertopically transplanted to the abdominal wall. These
experiments not only demonstrated the absolute requirement for both

components for tooth development to continue, but also suggested that, in
this age of tissue, dental mesenchyme is the most important tissue in

supporting tooth development since epithelia in contact with nondental
connective tissue could not sponsor tooth development.

Much of what we now know about the roles and necessities of various

odontogenic tissues in tooth development can be attributed to Kollar and his
various co-workers in work conducted from the late 1960’s to present day. A
1969 study (Kollar and Baird, 1969) began what would become a series of

experiments which examined the interaction of various oral and non-oral

epithelia and mesenchyme. Following Rawles (1963), trypsin was used at 4o C
to digest the basement membrane present at the interface of epithelium and

mesenchyme. This experimental approach allowed whole tissues to be
separated and isolated as sheets of isolated tissues which were then
recombined in various desired combinations (isochronal/heterochronal,

homologous/heterologous, etc.). The culture site used was the anterior
chamber of the eye, which compared to previously used in vivo sites (eg.
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abdominal wall) provided more structurally normal and nutritionally
superior culture conditions (Kollar and Baird, 1970a).
This experimental protocol was first used with murine incisor-molar

combinations of dental epithelium and mesenchyme.

In reciprocal

combinations of molar mesenchyme with incisor epithelium, molar teeth

developed, while in combinations of incisor mesenchyme with molar
epithelium, incisor teeth formed. It was concluded that the structural

specifities and information for tooth morphology resided in the

mesenchyme. Later, it was demonstrated that dental mesenchyme could
interact instructively with non-tooth forming oral epithelium (Kollar and

Baird, 1970b); vestibular epithelium (lip furrow) when combined with dental

papilla formed normal enamel organs. In addition, it was established that
non-oral footpad epithelium could be induced by dental mesenchyme to form
teeth (Kollar and Baird, 1970b). The instructive capabilities of dental

mesenchyme with various epithelia was further elaborated by subsequent
investigations; combinations of dental papilla with diastemal epithelium
(Kollar, 1972), gingival epithelium (Thesleff, 1977), and palatal epithelium
(Richman and Kollar, 1986) formed teeth whose morphology was determined

by the type of mesenchyme used.
In an attempt to establish the phylogenetic history of dental

mesenchyme, mouse molar papilla was combined with oral epithelium of
embryonic chick and cultured in the anterior eye of nude athymic mice
(Kollar and Fisher, 1980). Remarkably, tooth morphogenesis occurred

suggesting that in Ayes, the genetic information for tooth development is
not lost but merely quiescent,

perhaps due to an alteration in the tissue

interactions required for odontogenesis.

The role which developmental stage or age of the dental mesenchyme

plays in these E-M interactions was also examined (Yoshikawa and Kollar,
1981). Dental papilla and dental sac from day 16-19 mouse embryos were
combined with homologous enamel

organs. While both mesenchymal

tissues could support tooth formation at day 16, the inductive ability of dental
sac at day 17, 18, and 19 was considerably reduced. In contrast, dental papilla

maintained its inductive capacities up to day 19. It was concluded that dental

sac cells are determined at an earlier stage (i.e. as early as day 17) and

thereafter are incapable of inducing tooth formation in adjacent epithelium.

These series of experiments establish sorne basic characteristics of E’M
interactions: E-M interactions are time and sequence specific; they are

reciprocal; there is mesenchymal control of organ shape; once induced, the
result is stable; and, induction is not species specific.

A number of investigations have been directed to the role of non-

odontogenic mesenchyme in interactions with oral mucosal epithelium.
Masticatory mucosa differs from lining mucosa in that it is keratinized with
rete

pegs. This histological variance facilitates the ability to interpret the

influence of heterotopic connective tissue in combination with these two oral

epithelia. Using this criteria, it was established that the specificity of the oral

epithelium (i.e. keratinized vs. nonkeratinized) resides in the underlying
dermis (Karring et al., 1971; MacKenzie and Hill, 1981). Gingival connective
tissue was surgically

transplanted into subepithelial pouches in the alveolar

mucosa (Karring et al., 1975). When the grafts were later exposed and allowed
to heal, a keratinized epithelium resembling gingival epithelium formed

suggesting that the message for epithelial specificity resides in the

mesenchymal tissue. It was later demonstrated (Bernimoulin and Schroeder,
1980) that this message was inherent in all levels of the connecitve tissue, not
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just the superficial lamina propria. Inverted grafts of trypsin-separated palatal
connective tissue were placed in periosteal recipient beds and sutured to the

surrounding alveolar mucosa. As these grafts re-epithelialized, the
resultant tissue was indistinguishable from palatal epithelium. Other studies
(MacKenzie et al., 1979;

Heaney, 1977; Heaney and Jones, 1978) support the

consistent finding that mesenchyme determines the type of epithelium

which it supports. This mesenchymal influence has been further described

and shown to alter specific aspects of epithelial architecture, keratinization,

and cell surface antigen expression. In these experiments, the epithelial and
connective tissue components of skin and oral mucosa from various regions

of adult mice were separated and recombined homo- and hetero-typically.
After transplantation to histocompatible hosts for various periods (3-20

weeks), the epithelium of heterotypic recombinations acquired the
architectural and keratinization features typical of the epithelium normally
associated with the connective tissue component (MacKenzie and Hill, 1984).

The expression of epithelial cell-surface antigens (blood group antigens) also

changed in some recombinations (MacKenzie and Dabersteen, 1987). It

appears then that connective tissue is capable of signalling a change in the
pattern of epithelial gene expression. Other work using urogenital structures
(Cunha, et al., 1983) suggests that this influence on epithelial morphogenesis
and cytodifferentiation is stable and persists in the adult situation.

It appears then in E-M interactions that the role of mesenchyme can be
intructive or permissive while the role of epithelium is more towards

providing the proper conditions for predetermined mesenchymal
differentiation. In a series of experiments involving embryonic chick tissue

(Hall, 1981; Hall and van Exan, 1982), it was shown that mandibular

epithelium could initiate osteogenesis in osteogenic mesenchyme (e.g. cranial
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neu,ral

crest derived mesenchyme) but could not induce bone formation in

limb bud mesenchyme. This suggests that at least in these tissues, epithelium

does not act instructively. However, recent studies have indicated that this

inability may be merely a factor of embryological tissue-age. It has been

demonstrated (Mina and Kollar, 1987) that early mouse first-arch epithelium
(before day 12 of gestation) has odontogenic potential and can elicit dental

papilla formation in non-odontogenic, neural-crest derived mesenchyme (i.e.
mouse second brachial arch). This instructive ability is lost in older
epithelium beyond day 12-13 of gestation. Interestingly, it is around this
developmental stage that odontogenic first-arch mesenchyme acquires
odontogenic potential with the formation of the dental papilla proper. It is
also known that pre-migrating neural crest cells must be combined with early
mandibular epithelium in order to acquire odontogenic potential ie. the

ability to induce odontogenesis in nonodontogenic epithelium (Lumsden,
1984). These findings suggest, at least at early stages of development, that the
ability to induce odontogenesis in the mesenchyme resides in dental

epithelium.
These findings are further supported by recent work (Hou, 1987) where

early dental epithelium, in this case epithelial root sheath (ERS) was cocultured with cloned periodontal ligament (PDL) fibroblasts. ERS was capable
of exerting measurable differences on these mesenchymal cells. When ERS
was included in culture, the expression of collagen Type I by PDL cells was

consistently enhanced while gingival epithelium suppressed its expression.
The possibility exists, therefore, that epithelium can play an instructive role
in development and may

possess the ability to alter mesenchymal phenotype

and metabolism. The manner by which epithelium may exert this influence
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on neighboring mesenchymal tissue is a subject of continuing research

(Merilees et al., 1980a, 1980b, 1981, 1983).

MECHANISMS OF CELL INTERACTION

Although it is known that tissues interact in inductive ways, the
mechanism by which this induction occurs is not definitely known.

However, three popular theories exist to explain how one tissue may direct
another tissue along a certain developmental path. The first theory proposes
that a diffusion of signal molecules or ions occurs from the inducing tissue to

the responding tissue (Holtfreter, 1955; Wolpert, 1969). A second hypothesis

suggests that cell-to-cell contact is a necessary event between interacting
tissues (Weiss, 1947, 1949), while the third theory states that the inductive

message is mediated through components of the extracellular matrix
(Grobstein, 1955)

Diffusible Ion Theory

This concept was first proposed in the mid-1950’s (Holfreter, 1955) and
was based on the observation that kidney tissue could induce neurulation in

neighboring embryonic tissues even in the presence of an intervening
barrier, either agar or-cellophane. It was concluded that diffusable substances
must be present which penetrated these barriers. Additionally, it was
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believed that the movement of these diffusible substances was based on ionic

gradients between cell populations (Wolpert, 1969). Differing ionic
concentrations between cells could explain how ion

passage occurs between

cells, and gap junctions,which contain pores connecting the cytoplasm of

adjacent cells (Gilula et al., 1972), could represent the physical means by which
this is accomplished. The major drawback to this hypothesis, however, has

been the inability to isolate inductively active substances from inducing
tissues (Gossens and Unsworth, 1972). It has not been possible to stimulate an

inductive event in one tissue by the addition of a putative inducing signal

molecule or ion. It has also been demonstrated that filters which allow
molecular diffusion but which disallow cytoplasmic penetration can prevent
neurulation (Wartiovaara et al., 1974). Diffusion, per se, cannot explain the

relatively long period of time required for signal transfer to occur in
developmental systems (Nordling et ai., 1971). These shortcomings, along
with reports implicating cytoplasmic projections as necessary for induction of
neurulation (Lehtonen et a1.,1975) in transfilter experiments suggest that the

diffusable ion theory cannot

adequately explain the phenomenon of signal

transfer between tissues.

g

Cell-to-Cell Contact Theory

The concept that cell-to-cell contact is necess _ary for interactions

between tissues was first proposed by Weiss (Weiss,1947, 1949). However,
some confusion exists as to what is actually meant by the term "cell contact".

True cell contact, represented by intimate contact of plasma membranes has

only been demonstrated during early development of the germ layers
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(Trelstad et al., 1967) and this specialized contact is short-lived and lost with
the subsequent secretion of extracellular matrix. This matrix is thereafter

found separating cell membranes by as much as 50nm. Bearing this in mind,
the term "cell-contact" must not be taken to imply plasma membrane contact,
but rather suggests a very close cell-to-cell apposition. This close proximity

may facilitate the presentation of surface-associated molecules of the inducing
cell to the cell processes of the responding cell. Extremely dose cell-to-cell

apposition (5-10nrn.) has been shown in developing salivary gland (Curler
and Chaudhry, 1973), kidney (Lehtonen et al., 1975; Saxen et al., 1976), tooth
(Slavkin and Bringas, 1976), hair follicle (Goldberg and Hardy, 1983), and lung
(Bluemink et al., 1976; Riso, 1983).

The culturing of tissues, usually kidney, across millipore or nucleopore

membranes, and the subsequent examination of these filters for cell processes
after successful induction, has allowed investigations into how cell contact

may play a role in inductive interactions. The most incisive experiment
involved kidney tubule induction by the recombination of uteric bud with

metanephric mesenchyme across an interposed membrane. Early studies,

using filters with 0.1 tm pores, were unable to demonstrate cytoplasmic
penetration (Grobstein, 1955; Grobstein and Dalton, 1957) and lent evidence to

argue against the cell-contact hypothesis. It was later discovered that the
filters used in these experiments had a great variation in pore size, and pore
size variability may have allowed cytoplasmic invasion through the filter.

(Wartiovaara et al., 1972). Thus, Grobstein’s early experiments were repeated,

and by using improved histological techniques, cytoplasmic processes were

observed spanning a considerable distance across filters with pore sizes as
small as 0.2 tm (Warfiovaara, 1974). Transfilter studies with salivary gland

cultures (Lehtonen et al., 1975) have demonstrated cytoplasmic penetration in
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filters with 0.1 tm pores, and similar experiments involving dental

epithelium and mesenchyme (Thesleff et al., 1977) have provided additional
information on the type of cell contact required in this development system.

It was shown that close contact between odontoblast processes and inner
enamel epithelium was necessary for odontoblast differentiation, and that the
inductive signal could not travel even a small distance between these tissues.

Although specialized junctions were not found between cells in these
experiments, it did appear that close cell-to-cell approximation via

cytoplasmic penetration of filters was necessary for induction to occur. When

pore sizes were very small, cell processes could not penetrate the filters, and
induction did not occur. It also appears that the time period needed for
successful induction correlates well with the time period required for

cytoplasmic penetration of the filters (Saxen et al., 1976).
The nature of the cell association or junction required for successful
information transfer is unknown. Three main types of cell junctions occur in
most vertebrate animals: desmosomes, tight junctions, and gap junctions.

While desmosomes are thought to serve as anchorage sites for the cell

cytoskeleton, fight junctions have been shown to play an indirect but critical
role in the transport of small hydrophilic molecules across epithelial sheets

(Furshpan, 1968). Gap junctions are thought to be composed of clusters of
protein channels that allow ions and small moleculars to pass directly from
the cytoplasm of one cell to another. Cells connected by gap junctions share

many of their small molecules and are said to be metabolically and ionically

coupled (Hertzberg, 1981). Many types of cells are coupled to each other by gap
junctions, yet our understanding of the role these junctions play in

coordinating cellular activity is still fragmentary.

However, other examples are available that suggest that-dose cell-tocell apposition is not always necessary for induction to occur. For example,
pancreatic development can occur without cell contact (Rutter et al, 1978) and

cell contact is not required for the induction of neural tube by

chordamesoderm (Toivonen, 1979). These findings indicate that cell-to-cell
association may be important in kidney induction but may not be a

necessary

feature in other developmental systems.

Extracellular Matrix Theory

Most cells are in contact with an intricate mesh work of interlacing
extracellular macromoleculus which constitute the extracellular matrix

(ECM). These versatile protein and polysaccharide molecules are secreted

locally and assemble as an organized lattice in the extracellular space of
tissues. In addition to acting as a biological glue for cells, it is now apparent

that this matrix plays an important and complex role in regulating the
bahavior of cells which contact it, thereby influencing their development,

proliferation, shape, and metabolic functions (Kleinman et al., 1981). This
matrix

may also serve as a potential carrier of the inductive messages of

development (Grobstein, 1955). This theory was first proposed to help explain
those experimental situations where filters were used to prevent cell contact
but where, nevertheless, successful tissue interaction and induction occurred.

Thus, it has been tentatively proposed that components of the extracellular
matrix could, on a molecular basis, provide the

induction.

necessary stimilus for
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Components of the ECM
Three main classes of macromolecules make up the ECM: the

collagens, the polysaccharide glycosaminoglycins (GAG’s) and the noncollageneous glycoproteins. Of these, the collagens are most abundant and are
characterized by their stiff, triple-stranded, helical structure which imparts

structural support to the tissues. Eleven collagen types have been described
(Miller, 1985) with the major types being type I, II, HI, and W. The most

commonly-occurring mesenchymal collagens are I and IH. Type I collagen,
representing approximately 90% of body collagen, forms large, ordered fibrils
with 680 A periodicity and high tensile strength. Type H collagen is found in

cartilege formation, while Type IV collagen, with a nonfibrillar structure
(Kefalides et al., 1977), is unique to basement membranes.

GAG’s are long, unbranched polysaccharide chains composed of
repeating dissacharide units. They are highly negatively charged due to the

presence of sulfate or carboxyl groups or both on many of the tissue residues.
GAG chains are inflexible and tend to adopt highly extended, random-coil
configurations which occupy a huge volume relative to their mass. Being

hydrophilic, these chains attract large amounts of water, thereby forming
hydrated gels even at very low concentrations. It is thought that this gelforming ability allows the ECM to act as a sieve which regulates molecular
movement based on the principle of varying pore size and change density of

the gel. The manner in which GAG’s interact with other ECM components is

largely unknown, but it is thought that they form an intricate relationship
with collagen fibrils (Scott, 1980). Seven groups of GAG’s have been

described, with the most notable being hyaluronic acid, chondroitin sulfate,
and heparan sulfate. Most GAG’s, with the exception of hyaluronic acid, are
linked to proteins to form proteoglycans.

Chondroitin sulfate and heparan
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sulfate proteoglycans are large hydrophilic molecules which have been
isolated in basement membranes (Couchman et al., 1984,).
In addition, two high molecular weight glycoproteins are among the
maior constituents of extracellular matrices. Fibronectin is widely
distributed in

connective tissues while laminin has thus far been found only

in basement membranes (see

p. 21).

Extracellular matrices tend to be cell- or tissue- specific (Terranova,

1987). Fibroblasts usually exist in a fibrous matrix composed of collagen types

I and III, a small chondrotin sulfate proteoglycan, and fibronectin (Hay, 1981;
Rouslahti, 198i). Epithelial cells, however, abut on a matrix of basement

membrane which contains collagen type IV, a large heparan sulfate

proteoglycan, and the glycoprotein laminin. These three components are
found in all basement membranes (Terranova, 1987) and probably interact to
form a defined supramolecular structure.
ii.

ECM as messenger

Many researchers have attempted

to explain the mechanism

by which

ECM components could singularly or collectively act as inductive agents
(Singer, 1979; Kleinman et al., 1981; Sugrue and Hay, 1981; Toole, 1981; Kollar,
1983). The involvement of ECM in tissue interactions in developing salivary

gland (Grobstein, 1953; Grobstein and Cohen, 1965), mammary gland
(Bernfield et al., 1973; Bernfield, 1981), kidney (Saxen et al., 1981; Ekblom et al.,

1981), and teeth (Kollar, 1981; Thesleff and Hurmerinta, 1981) has been
examined and the importance of collagen and GAG’s in these interactions

have been demonstrated. Cell-free epithelial secretory products have been

shown to have an inductive influence when used as a substate for cell

growth; killed lens capsule stimulates differentiation of corneal cells (Meier
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and Hay, 1975) and secretory products of pigmented retina can stimulate
differentiation in periocular mesenchyma (Newsome, 1976). Indeed, the

molecular heterogeneity of the extracellular environment may provide
sufficient substrate information to account for local inductive influences.

Conceivably, the existence of cell surface receptors for ECM molecules
could explain how extracellular information could be translated through the

plasma membrane to the cytoskeleton. For example, high-affinity cell surface
binding sites for laminin (Lesot et al., 1983) and a cellular receptor for a
binding domain or the fibronectin molecule (Johnsson, 1985) have been
described. In addition, it has been proposed that the laminin receptor is

transmembranous and could possibly interact with intracellular actin (Brown,
1983). Therefore, a specific definable inducer molecule may not be necessary
for message transfer since subtle but significant modulators in the normal

composition of the ECM could potentially exert cytoplasmic effects.
Alterations in the ECM can drastically alter cell behavior (Kollar, 1981; Lillie
et al., 1983; Reddi, 1983) and conversely it has also been demonstrated that

differing cell populations can alter the ECM of neighboring tissues. Where
GAG composition has been monitored during co-culturing of various
epithelia (and endothelia) and fibroblasts, it has been demonstrated that
epithelium can exert a measurable influence on the ECM of the neighboring

mesenchymal tissue; production of hyaluronic acid was shown to increase
with a oncomitant decrease in the production of sulfated GAG’s ie.
chrondroiten sulfate (Merilees and Scott, 1980a,b, 1981; Merilees et al., 1983).
This modulation of ECM composition may, therefore, represent a means by

which differing cells communicate and interact with each other.

However,

at present, perhaps the best explanation of how the ECM could mediate E-M
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interactions lies in its role as a specialized structure called the basement

membrane (Bernfield, 1984).

BASEMENT MEMBRANE- PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

A.

Structure

Basement membranes are specialized extracellular matrices which
separate epithelial cells from underlying connective tissue, and are among
the first extracellular matrices to appear during embryogenesis. While
relatively stable and assessed a supportive role in post-development (Vracko
and Benditt, 1972), basement membranes during development are dynamic,

ever changing and remodelling in composition and structure (Bernfield and

Banerjee, 1978; Hay, 1978). Basement membranes are ultrastructually

composed of four zones (Briggaman and Wheeler, 1975): the plasma
membrane, lamina lucida, lamina densa, and the reticular lamina. The
lamina lucida is approximately 20o40nm thick and amorphous except for

anchoring filaments which span from the basal cell surface to the underlying
lamina densa (Banks et al., 1984). The lamina densa is approximately 30-

40nm wide and together with the lamina lucida form a composite structure

called the basal lamina. The basal lamina is believed to be of epithelial origin

(Pierce, 1966; Hay and Dodson, 1973; Banerjee et al., 1977). The fourth zone,

adjacent to the connective tissue and thought to be of mesenchymal origin is
the sublamina densa or reticular lamina. This zone is characterized by
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anchoring fibrils that connect the lamina densa to the collagen fibrils of the
underlying connective tissue.

Basement membranes are not of uniform size; for example, in the
embryonic salivary gland, the basement membrane is discontinuous at the
lobular tips and thickened in the clefts between lobules (Bernfield and

Banerjee, 1978). These variations in thickness are due to differences in the

synthesis and degradation of individual components and are probably related
to the function of the basement membrane (Bernfield and Banerjee, 1978).

B.

Composition

The biochemistry, metabolism and immunologic behavior of basement

membranes have been the topic of excellent review papers (see Kefalides,
1971; Kefalides et al., 1979; Martin and Timpl, 1987). While basement

membranes, like any extracellular matrix, are tissue-specific, a number of

components appear to be consistently present including collagen type IV
(Kefalides et al., 1979), laminin (Timpl et al., 1979), and various heparan

sulfate proteoglycans, sometimes called basement membrane proteoglycans
(Hassel et al., 1980). Antibodies prepared against collagen type IV, laminin,
and heparan sulfate proteoglycan of murine EHS tumor origin react with all
authentic basement membranes (Yaorta et alo, 1978; Foidant et al., 1980; Hassel
et al., 1980). In addition, other glycoproteins

(eg. fibronectin, entactin,

nidogen) and GAG’s have been identified in various basement membranes.
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Collagen type IV

This nonfibrillar collagen is unique to basement membranes. It forms

large open and polygonal networks by specific interactions and crosslinking of
its terminal domains (Timpl et al., 1981). It is thought that this network

forms a scaffolding to which other proteins bond at specific sites, as has been
demonstrated with laminin and heparin sulfate proteoglycan (Charonis et al.,
1985; Laurie et al., 1986). Both collagen type IV and laminin are thought to
reside only in the basal lamina subcomponent. The binding of laminin to

collagen type IV requires an intact triple-helical conformation, and one to two
major binding sites have been localized along its major triple-helical domain.

Collagen type IV contains a higher proportion of globular domains and more
interruptions in its helix than either collagen types I or III (Kuhn et al., 1981)
ii.

Laminin
Laminin, the most abundant glycoprotein in basernent membranes, is

both a structural and biologically active component. The laminin molecule

(MW=850,000) can be visualized as a cross-shaped structure with three short
arms and one long arm (Timpl et al., 1979). The molecule binds to collagen

type IV, heparan sulfate proteoglycan, entatin/nidogen, and to itself to create
an integrated superstructure within the basement membrane. Additionally,

due to its size and shape, it is able to span the basement membrane and bind
to various substances on the suface of the cells, including a specific, high-

affinity membrane receptor and various other ligands (Martin and Timpl,
1987). The laminin receptor has been cloned and sequenced in part (Martin
and Timpl, 1987). The ability of laminin to bind to other basement

membrane components also significantly increases the possibilities by which
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it Can present itself to neighboring cells (Mai and Chung, 1984; Kleinman et
al., 1985).
The laminin molecule has been localized in all basement membranes
examined (Foidart et al., 1980) and has been suggested to mediate epithelial

cell _attachment to these structures (Terranova and Wojeski, 1987). Laminin
has been shown to have diverse effects on epithelial cells, and can alter their

growth, morphology, differentiation, and motility (Kleinman et al., 1985).
Fibronectin
Fibronectin is a dimer of two large polypeptide chains, both with a

iii.

molecular weight of approximately 220,000 daltons (Yamada and Olden, 1978;

Yamada, 1981). A striking feature of fibronectin is that is it present in an
insoluble form at cell surfaces and in connective tissue, but is found in a

soluble form in plasma and other body fluids. Fibronectin is largely produced

by fibroblasts, although several types of epithelial cells have been found to

produce fibronectin in

including liver and kidney, breast, gut and

amniotic membrane epithelium (Ruoslahti et al., 1981). This molecule has

been localized in vivo, in a wide variety of mesenchymal tissues. (Stenman

and Vaheri, 1978) and has been reported in some basement membranes

(Mayer et al., 1981).
It is thought that fibronectin promotes cell spreading and motility
(Yamada et al., 1980) but its main function probably is to act as an adhesive-

type surface protein that binds cells to other cells or extracellular matrix.
Fibronectin can bind many other molecules; fibronectin binding sites have

been characterized for collagen, various GAG’s, fibrin/actin, and cell surfaces.

In addition, it has been suggested that fibronectin plays a role in directing the
differentiation and morphogenetic movements of certain cells
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(Rouslahti,1981). However, much of the evidence supporting this hypothesis
is circumstantial and based on the relative appearance or disappearance of

fibronectin from extracellular matrices coincident with the differentiation of
certain tissues; for example, myoblasts which mutually express fibronectin

lose it prior to their fusion into myotubes (Chen, 1977). It has also been

postulated that fibronectin aids in cellular differentiation by promoting
mesenchymal cell attachment to the basement membrane (Thesleff et al.,
1979).

Nidogen/Entactin
These two glycoproteins have recently been characterized. A fragment
of nidogen was originally isolated from extracts of the EHS tumor (Timpl,
1985) and later shown to be a dumbbell-shaped protein (MW: 100,000).
Entactin was discovered as a sulfated polypeptide of similar molecular mass

produced by cultured teratocarcinoma cells (Carlin et al., 1981). Both
glycoproteins have been demonstrated in a variety of basement membranes
and are known to bind strongly to laminin.

v.

GAG’s

Although chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan has recently been
demonstrated in basement membranes (Couchman et al., 1984), heparan
sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) or basement membrane proteoglycan has been
the most extensively studied. Consisting of ten percent protein and ninety

percent heparion sulfate, it has a molecular weight of 130,000. Although

heparin sulfate is a relatively minor component of basement membrane by
weight, HSPG is though to contribute to the biological properties of basement
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membranes due to its large number of anionic sites (Hassel et al., 1980;

Kanwar et al., 1981).

ROLE OF BASEMENT MEMBRANE IN DEVELOPMENT

Basement membranes have varying functions which include acting as
a structural support for epithelial cells, as a barrier restricting the passage of

macromoleculars, and as a scaffold in tissue formation and repair (Kefalides
et al., 1978). Recently, basement membrane have also been assessed a role in

epithelio-mesenchymal interactions and cell differentiation during
embryonic development (Bernfield and Banerjee, 1978; Hay, 1978; Thesieff et
al., 1978; Bernfield 1984; Martin et al, 1984). The formation of basement
membrane in itself may require EMI, as has been shown during kidney tubule
differentiation (Ekblom et al., 1980). Considering the biologically-active
nature of its component molecules, it should not be surprising that

collectively, as a basement membrane, these components are involved in

developmental tissue interactions.
It appears, in some developmental situations, that the presence of
basement membrane is imperative for differentiation and development to
occur. In experiments where tissues have been separated by trypsin (a

proteolytic enzyme which digests basal lamina) and then recombined, the first
sign of tissue interaction is the deposition of a new basement membrane

(Karcher-Djuricic et al., 1978; Slavkin et al., 1982). The developmental of
various tissues in tooth depends on EMI in which the basement membrane

has important functions. Separation of enamel organ epithelium and
basement membrane from dental papilla mesenchymal cells has been shown
to interfere with odontoblast and predentin formation (Koch, 1967). Tissue

separation experiments involving developing tooth have demonstrated that
when an agent was used which preserved this basement membrane (eg.

EDTA), postmitotic odontoblasts continued to differentiate and secrete

predentin; however, if trypsin was used, these same nondividing
odontoblasts would not differentiate further (Osman and Ruch, 1980).
Transfilter i__n_n vitro experiments (Thesleff et al., 1978) have supported this

finding; differentiation of odontoblasts occurred only in explants where
basement membrane was formed between dental epithelium and

mesenchyme whereas differentiation did not occur when contact of

mesenchymal cells with the basement membrane of epithelium was
prevented by small pore size. In tooth crown development, after the
deposition of predentin, the epithelial cells of the enamel organ differentiate
into ameloblasts coincident with the disintegration and disappearance of the
intervening basement membrane. It has therefore been suggested that the

disappearance of this basement membrane is necessary for the differentiation
of epithelial cells into ameloblasts (Kallenbach, 1971; Slavkin and Bringas,
1976; Meyer et al., 1977; Kallenbach and Piesco, 1978).

Two mechanisms have been proposed to explain how basement
membrane may function in development:

(a) The basement membrane may act as a stabilizing scafffold where
cells can assemble, allowing morphogenesis to occur. Acting as a dynamic

rather than static structure, this scaffold may serve a secondary function in

guiding or directing cell movement and controlling ionic diffusion by way of
its inherent filtering capacities. Perhaps the best example of the physical role
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that basement membrane may play in development lies in salivary gland

morphogenesiso Salivary gland development is characterized by branching
and lobule formation within the mesenchyme (capsular mesenchyme). In
order for this to occur, the basement membrane separating these two tissues
must remain stable in certain regions, forming clefts, while in other regions
must change its

morphology to allow lobule formation (Bernfield and

Banerjee, 1978). The prelobular epithelial bud is surrounded by a welldefined basal lamina containing GAG, laminin, and collagen type IV, while

collagen type I and fibronectin are located in the epithelial stalk regions.
These distributions change during cleft formation; at sites of rapid ceil

proliferation, GAG is reduced, while at sites of morphological stability,

collagen type I accumulates (Bernfield et al., 1984). In this manner, changes in
the physical character of the basement membrane appear to control cell

proliferation and tissue morphology. Similar mechanisms have been
observed in the organ morphogenesis of lung (Bluemink et al., 1976) and

kidney (Ekblom et al., 1981).
(b) Basement membrane may regulate differentiation by changes in

molecular composition. During odontoblast/ameloblast differentiation,

changes in the distribution of various components of the intervening
basement membrane have been demonstrated using immunofluorescence

techniques (Lesot et al., 1981; Thesleff et al., 1979; Thesleff et al., 1981). These
studies showed that collagen type IV, laminin, and heparin sulfate

proteoglycan are evenly distribution in this basement membrane up to the
time of odontoblast differentiation. Fibronectin, however, was present in

higher amounts directly under the inner enamel epithelium. When
predentin secretion was initiated, laminin became associated with a basement
membrane area next to the epithelial cells while the other components were

distributed throughout the expanded basement membrane. Later, as

predentin was deposited, the basement membrane degraded, with fibronectin
being lost first followed by the other components en bloc. Interestingly, the
removal of the basement membrane occurs at the same time that epithelial

cells polarize into ameloblasts, suggesting that specific receptors on the

preameloblasts react with components of the basement membrane (Thesleff
et al., 1981).

Evidence exists which suggests that the presence of certain basement

membrane components is necessary for normal tissue morphogensis (Kerley
and Kollar, 1978). Embryonic molars and incisors (day 15) were cultured in
media containing tetracycline which chelates divalent ions such as Fe ++ and

Ca + , thereby interfering with collagen synthesis. The effect of this in vitro
culture condition on tooth formation was retardaion of development and

suppression of normal tooth germ morphogenesis, suggesting that collagen
in basement membranes or ECM is

necessary for normal tooth germ

morphogenesis. Similar experiments using tunicamycin, an antibiotic which
interferes with glycoprotein synthesis, have also demonstrated suppression of

odontoblast and ameloblast differentiation (Thesleff and Pratt, 1980a,b).

AGENTS TO SEPARATE BASEMENT MEMBRANE-ASSOCIATED
TISSUES I_.N_N VITRO

Basement membranes can be experimentally removed from or

preserved with their associated tissues by the selective use of certain chemical
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agents. Although older tooth germs can be separated mechanically (Huggins,
1934), the junction morphology of younger tooth germs is too fragile to
permit clean mechanical separation. The two chemical agents most

commonly used to separate tissues are trypsin and EDTA.

A.

Trypsin

Trypsin, usually used at 4oc, was once thought to digest t_he entire
basement membrane (Karcher-Djuricic et al., 1978; Thesleff et al., 1978).

Recent studies, using immunofluorescence staining, however, suggest that
some minor collagen type IV and laminin binding sites may remain on either

the epithelial or mesenchymal components (Lesot et al., 1981; Richman, 1984).

The relatively low incidence of incomplete removal of these components or

component fragments coupled with its nonspecific proteolytic properties
nonetheless still maintains trypsin as the agent of choice for complete

removal of basement membrane material. Trypsin is believed to weaken and

degrade basement membrane by acting on its fibronectin and heparin sulfate
subcomponents (Bernfield et al., 1973; Woodley et al., 1983).

B.

EDTA

EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) separates tissues but preserves
the basement membrane with the associated mesenchymal tissue. The
retained basement membrane can be viewed by electron microscopy as an

electron dense layer and a fibrillar layer lying directly adjacent to the
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mesenchymal tissue. Since EDTA chelates Ca++ and Mg ++, it may have its
mode of action either on the fibronectin cell-surface binding site (Klebe, 1975)

or-hemidesmosome and tight junction attachment sites (Furshpan and

Potter, 1968). Therefore, separation occurs towards the epithelial side of the
basement membrane at the level of the lamina lucida (Lesot et al., 1981).
Studies emplOying immunoflorescence techniques have confirmed that all

major basement membrane components are preserved after EDTA treatment
and are retained with the mesenchymal tissue (Lesot et al., 1981).

VI.

ROOT DEVELOPMENT

Mammalian teeth are anchored in the jaw by an attachment between

its root surface and the bony socket or crypt in which it sits. This form of

attachment is termed a gomphosis (Poole, 1967). A fibrous connective tissue,
the periodontal ligament (PDL), serves as the attachment medium between
root and alveolar bone. The insertion of PDL fibers into the root surface is

facilitated by an avascular, mineralized connective tissue present on the

surface of the root, termed cementum.

Root development (see Figs. 1, 2, 3) begins when cells of the cervical

loop (Diamond and Weinman, 1940) proliferate and form an epithelial root
sheath (ERS) (Diamond and Applebaum, 1942). The ERS (see Fig. 3) was first
described in amphibia (Hertwig, 1874) and is sometimes called Hertwig’s

epithelial root sheath. The ERS, derived from epithelium of the enamel

organ, is composed of two cell layers. It serves as a scaffold for root

development and by its apical extension establishes the morphology of the
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future root while separating ectomesenchyme into dental sac and dental

papilla. Basement membranes are present on both sides of the ERS (Paynter
and Pudy, 1958). With root development, it is believed that the outer layer of

ERS becomes progressively shorter with mNntenance of the inner layer at the

expense of the outer (Gurling and Sampson, 1985). Following odontoblast
differentiation and initial dentin formation, the ERS becomes discontinous.

Remnants of the ERS migrate into the PDL to form epithelial rests of
Malassez (Bernick and Grant, 1982), degenerate (Shibata and Stern, 1967, 1968),
or become incorporated into cellular cementum (Lester, 1969 a,b.).

Autoradiographic studies (Hoffman and Gillette, 1964; Diab and Stallard, 1965;

McHugh and Zander, 1965; Kenney and Ramfjord, 1969) have examined the
cellular kinetics associated with developing roots and have demonstrated that
labelled cells occur throughout the ERS. Two distinct proliferation centers
have been shown adjacent to ERS (Hoffman and Gillette, 1964): one in the

dental sac and one in the dental papilla suggesting that the ERS may exert
some control over these centers. Once eruption of the tooth is complete, but

before completion of root formation, labelling of the ERS declines to zero
(Diab and Stallard, 1965).

Dentinogenesis in the Root
The ultrastructural relationship of ERS with neighboring tissues

during the process of dentogenesis has received considerable attention

(Paynter and Pudy, 1958; Selvig, 1963; Lester, 1969a,b; Lester and Boyde, 1970;
Owens, 1972, 1973, 1975a,b, 1978, 1980; Ten Cate, 1978; Liao, 1979; Lindskog,
1982a.b; Rademakers et al., 1985). Morphologically, a gradient of
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differentiation of dental papilla cells exists from the least differentiated cells at
the apical extent of the ERS to fully differentiated odontoblasts coronally.
Fenestrations appear in the basal lamina present between the ERS and the

dental papilla with the start of odontoblast differentiation, and epithelial cell

processes protrude through these spaces. Odontoblasts differentiate and
recede, secreting a collagenous matrix (predentin) which eventually
mineralizes to form root dentin. However, the most peripheral aspect of this
matrix remains unmineralized and consists of an amorphous matrix

investing fine aperiodic fibils, granular material, and some randomly
oriential collagen fibrils (Lester, 1969a,b).
While most studies suggest that root dentin formation is the result of

an-interaction of ERS with dental papilla (Selvig, 1963; Lester, 1969; Ten Cate,

1978; Owens, 1980), other theories suggest that odontoblast differentiation is
determined by earlier inductive events (Atkinson, 1976) or influence from

alveolar bone (Heritier, 1978). A recent study using tissue recombination
(Thomas & Kollar, 1988a,b) has lent direct evidence that ERS interacts

permissively on dental papilla to facilitate odontoblast differentiation.
Dentin formation was observed when ERS was combined with dental papilla
in vivo in the anterior eye chamber, but only when a certain level of
commitment has been achieved by the papilla cells. Dentin formation

occurred in recombinations using day 18 murine dental papilla but failed to

occur when younger papilla was used. It appeared that the ERS had attained a

level of commitment as enamel organ formation did not occur in
recombinations with dental mesenchyme.
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Cementogenesis

The ultrastructure of initial cementogenesis has also been investigated

(Selvig, 1962; Ten Cate, 1978; Owens, 1980; Rademakers et al., 1985). In
contrast to dentinogenesis, a gradient of differentiation of dental sac cells
relative to the ERS is absent. Morphologically, following dentin formation,

the ERS becomes discontinuous, allowing adjacent dental sac cells to contact

the unmineralized dentin surface. It has been postulated that cells from the
dental sac then differentiate into cementoblasts and secrete the first-formed

acellular cementum (Armitage, 1986). Mineralization of the dentin surface
occurs from the sac side, and the previously unmineralized dentin becomes

part of the newly-formed cementum. In areas of ERS perforation, collagen
fibrils increase in number and the thickness, and eventually pass between the

newly- differentiated cementobiasts to become incorporated into the
cementum. These fibrils serve to attach the root to the surrounding bone and
their embedded portions are known as Sharpey’s fibers.

VIII. CEMENTUM

General Description

Human cementum was first examined and described by two pupils of
the noted Czechoslovakian physiologist Jan Purkinje (Frankel, 1835;

Raschkow, 1935). Root cementum provides anchorage for the collagen fibers
of the PDL and for the gingival attachment apparatus. Its deposition
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continues throughout life (Scott et al., 1982) and is thought to be influenced by
functional and masticatory forces on the periodontium. In general terms, two

types of cementum have been described- acellular cementum, which

develops first and is found in the cervical third or half of the root, and
cellular cementum, which appears later and is found largely in the apical half

of the root. Both types of cementum are characterized by incremental lines
and these layers of acellular and cellular cementrum can alternate in almost

any fashion (Armitage, 1986). Cellular cementum is frequently found on the
surface of acellular cementum and usually comprises the entire thickness of

apical cementum.

Cementum from fully formed permanent human teeth contains about
45-50% inorganic substances and 50-55% organic material and water. The

inorganic portion consists mainly of calcium and phosphate in the form of

hydroxyapatite, although numerous trace elements, including fluoride, can be
found in varying amounts (Hals and Selvig, 1977). The organic matrix
consists mainly of collagen type I (Christner et al., 1977) and GAG’s in

composition intermediate between that of bone and dentin (Smith et al.,
1983). The collagen fibrils within the cementum matrix are typically-random
in orientation,

although the collagen bundle precursors to Sharpey’s fibers

tend to lie perpendicular to the mineralization front (Furseth, 1970).
Cementoblasts are found lining newly formed cementoid material and as

secretory cells, have numerous mitrochondria, well-formed Golgi apparati,
and large amounts of granular endoplasmic reticulum. Cementocytes

represent cementoblasts entrapped within their own mineralized matrix.
These cells are usually unique to cellular cementum although entrappment
of other cells, namely epithelial root sheath cells, has been described (Lester,
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1969a,b.; Jande and Belanger, 1970). Cementocytes lie within their own
lacunae and possess numerous cells processes located within caniculi.

B

Schroeder’s Classification for Cementum

Schroeder (1986) has recently attempted to further classify cementum
into four distanct types based on cellularity and fiber content. These types

include acellular afibrillar cementum (AAC), acellular extrinsic fiber
cementum (AEFC), cellular, mixed stratified cementum (CMSC) and cellular,

intrinsic fiber cementum (CIFC).

An often confusing term in cementum nomenclature is intermediate
cementum. Schroeder (1986) does not consider intermediate cementum to be
a true cementum and does not include it in his classification scheme. The

term intermediate cementum was first introduced by Bencze (1927) to

designate a peripheral, narrow layer including cellular remains found
between root dentin and cellular cementum in the apical half of the root.
This layer external to the granular layer of Tomes forms the apical part of the

dentinocemental junction whereas in the coronal half of the root the

junction is found by the hyaline, homologous layer of Hopewell-Smith.

Although there has been considerable debate concerning the origin of
intermediate cementum, recent reports suggest that it may not be truly a

cemental layer with its own histo- and morpho-genesis (El Mosteby and

Stallard, 1968), but may represent an area between cellular cementum and
dentin which contains cellular debris trapped within a matrix. It has been

proposed that these entrapped cells are possibly of epithelial root sheath
origin (Owens, 1976).
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Acellular afibrillar cementum (AAC)

AAC contains neither cells nor intrinsic fibers and is found as coronal
cementum covering the enamel surface. Ranging in thickness from 1-15tm,

AAC was first described by Nasmyth (1839) and Owen (1840) and later
described in a variety of species by other investigators (Listgarten, 1968;

Listgarten and Kamin, 1969). Formation of AAC is preceeded by

disintegration of the reduced enamel epithelium which covers the enamel
surface up to the termination period of amelogenesis. At sites where the

surrounding connective tissue contacts the exposed enamel surface,
deposition of coronal cementum begins with formation of cementoid islands
which generally fuse to form a continuous layer. It is thought that coronal

cementoblasts differentiate from these surrounding mesenchymal cells.

ii.

Cellular intrinsic fiber cementum (CIFC)

CIFC contains cells but no collagen fibers that communicate with the
PDL. In humans, it is found mainly as a substance filling resorption lacunae
of the root and its thickness varies with the depth of resorption.

The two major types of cementum are acellular extrinsic fiber
cementum (AEFC) and cellular, mixed stratified cementum (CMSF).

Acellular extrinsic fiber cementum (AEFC)

AEFC lacks cells and is comprised of densely packed bundles of

Sharpey’s fibers. It is found primarily in the cervical third of the root
although it can extend further apically, and ranges in thickness from 30-230
tm. Sometimes termed acellular or primary cementum, it is the first of the
various types of cementum to be found in root genesis. The matrix of AEFC
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contains more amino acids

(hydroxyproline and proline) and acidic amino

acids (glutamic acid, aspartic acid) than the cellular cemental matrix

(Rodriguez and Wilderman, 1972).
Compared to other hard dental tissues, very little is known about AEFC
formation. AEFC formation has been examined extensively by light
microscopy (Gottlieb, 1942; Paynter and Pudy, 1958) and is associated with
initial dentin formation and disruption of Hertwig’s epithelial root sheath.

Selvig (1963) was the first to examine initial cementum formation

ultrastructurally. Studying murine mandibular molars, Selvig described
AEFC formation as-commencing prior to tooth eruption by a simultaneous

deposition of amorphous ground substance and of mineral crystals in dose
approximation to the root dentin. In a later report (Selvig, 1964), two layers of

AEFC were identified: a thin inner layer characterized by an irregular

arrangement of matrix fibrils which resembled intermediate cementum, and
an outer layer where collagen fibrils formed thick bundles oriented

perpendicular to the cementum surface and continuous with the PDL.
The nature of the formation of the inner, first formed layer of AEFC

has been the subject of much debate. A series of studies on root genesis in the
rat (Formicola et al., 1971; Owens, 1980), the dog (Owens, 1974, 1975 a,b, 1978),

and in man (Owens 1972, 1973, 1976) have attempted to clarify the issue of

AEFC inner layer formation. A study (Formicola et al., 1971) using

autoradiography, morphometry, tetracycline labelling, and histochemistry
demonstrated that in albino rat molars, cervical acellular cementum formed
on day 13-17 postnatally while apical cellular cementum formed later at day

21-90. These times coincide with the pre- and post- eruption stages for these

teeth ma_d also coincide with AEFC formation in albino mice (Cohn, 1957).
While the rate of pre-eruptive cementogenesis was very slow, post-eruptive
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cellular cementum formation was rapid, and in some cases, the disrupted

epithelial root sheath cells become entrapped within the expanding
cementum matrix. The pre-eruptive phase of root formation in the first

mandibular molars of albino rats was re-examind by light and electron

microscopy (Owens, 1980) and it was found that at day 12 the thin layer of
surface dentinal matrix was not yet mineralized.. This layer, approximately
1.0-1.5 tm thick, was apparently what previous authors (Paynter and Pudy,

1958; Formicola et al., 1971) had described as the initial layer of acellular
cementum. This unmineralized dentinal layer may also represent the

innermost acellular cemental layer described by Selvig (1964, 1967). For this

reason, it is currently held that the initial, inner layer of acellular cementum
is formed as a result of mineralization of this prevously unmineralized

layer

of peripheral dentinal matrix.

Cellular mixed stratified cementum (CMSC)

CMSC occurs primarily in the apical third of the root and furcations,
and is composed of extrinsic and intrinsic fibers, varying in proportion from
one layer to the next. Although the cellular elements of this cementum are

generally thought to be entrapped cementoblasts, numerous researchers have
demonstrated that a significant proportion of these cells may be epithelial
root sheath cells

(Paynter and Pudy, 1958; Diab and Stallard, 1965; Lester,

1969a,b.). Cellular cementum formation may actually precede dentin
formation in the most apical aspects of the root (Lester, 1969b), and its rapid
rate and bulk of formation

may be related to posteruptive masticatory forces

(Geppert and Muller, 1951; Louridis et al., 1972).
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TISSUE INTERACTIONS IN CEMENTOGENESIS

The nature of the tissue interactions

Which occur during

cementogenesis is unknown, although a number of theories exist in an

attempt to explain the cellular dynamics of cementum formation.

Dental Sac/Dentin Theory

Current opinion (Armitage, 1986) contends that with continued root

development the ERS fenestrates and epithelial cells migrate away from the
root surface. Fenestration of the ERS allows cells of the adjacent dental sac to
contact the yet-unmineralized zone on the dentin surface (Ten Cate et al.,

1971; Owens 1978, 1980; Ten Cate, 1978). It is thought that a component of the

exposed dentinal matrix, possibly collagen, provides the inductive stimulus
for dental sac cells to differentiate into cementoblasts (Yeomans and Urist,

1967; Huggins and Urist, 1970; Register et al., 1972; Reddi and Huggins, 1973).

In this hypothesis, therefore, ERS is thought not to interact with cells of the
dental sac but merely plays a structural role in root development. This

concept is supported by the fact that the gradient of differentiation seen

histologically within the dental papilla cells adjacent to ERS is notably absent
in follicular_cells.

The role of

Collagen fibrils exposed in the predentin matrix upon ERS

fenestration in inducing cementoblasts differentiation is controversial. Much
of the evidence that is used to

support a role for collagen-induced

cementogenesis is derived from studies where collagen has induced
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osteogenesis rather than cementogenesis. Other noncollagenous

components of dentinal matrix have been shown to possess osteoinductive
properties; acellular, lyophilized, insoluble proteins of rat dentin are capable
of inducing bone formation and this ability has been attributed to

noncollagenous matrix proteins (Butler et al., 1977)
A role for collagen in osteogenesis stems from studies where
demineralized dentin was transplanted into various tissues, including

musde (Yeomans and Urist, 1967; Huggins and Urist, 1970), subcutaneous
tissue (Reddi and Higgins, 1973), extraction sites (Yeomans and Urist, 1967),

and gingival papilla (Register et al, 1972). In these situations, it appeared that

collagen was the irnportant component as demineralization of the dentin had
no restrictive effects on osteogenesis (Dubuc and Urist, 1967) while

collagenase treatment abolished all bone formation (Bang and Johannessen,
1972). Cementogenesis has been reported in recombinations of dentin with

PDL tissues (Yeomans and Urist, 1967; Andreason and Kristerson, 1981),

gingival connective tissue dental sac (Andreason and Kristerson, 1981), and
submucosal connective tissue (Lopez, 1984). However, studies reporting
cementum formation are difficult to interpret because it is difficult to rule out

the effect of other component cells, especially epithelial cells, when dentin is
combined with heterogeneous odontogenic tissues like that formed in fresh
extraction sites. Interestingly, Andreason and Kristerson (1981) found that
recombinations of dental sac and dentin formed cementum only in
association with epithelial cells (ie. ERS cells) contained within the dental sac

tissues. As early as 1961, it was reported that the successful reimplantation of

roots into their sockets, as judged by regeneration of a healthy periodontal

attachment, was dependent on the preservation of epithelial rests cells, the
adult remnants of ERS (Loe and Waerhaug, 1961). Furthermore, other
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investigators (Thomas and Kollar, 1988) have failed to observe cementum
formation when dentin was recombined with dental sac in vivo; bone but
not cementum formed in these recombinations. Finally, it is difficult in these

studies to reliably distinguish cementum from osseous material, and many

reports may have mistakenly described osteogenesis as cementogenesis. The

problem of reliable cementum identification in experimental or manipulated
situations will continue until a reliable extracellular matrix marker is found

for cementum.

The established ability of epithelia (Huggins, 1930; Hall, 1981) and their
basal lamina (Hall and van Exan, 1982) to induce osteogenesis in mesoderm
of the craniofacial region has lead many investigators to propose an active,

biological role for ERS in the process of cementogenesis.

B

Enamel-Related Protein Theory

A number of investigators have proposed an inductive role for ERS
(Schour and Massler, 1940) or its products (Slavkin, 1976; Slavkin and Boyde,

1974, Owens, 1980; Slavkin et al., 1988)) in cementogenesis. Owens (1980)

observed that the inner cells of the ERS may secrete a granular material

resembling enamel matrix in structure. This deposition occurred at the onset
of dentin mineralization directly on the forming rim of root dentin as the
basal lamina of the ERS begins to disintegrate. This secreted material or

protein has been associated with the induction of acellular cementogenesis
(Slavkin, 1976; Slavkin et al., 1988). A recent report has demonstrated that
intermediate cementum shares one or more mRNA epitopes with crown-

derived enamelin and/or amelogenins; however, intermediate cementum
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proteins were found to have a distinct amino acid composition which did not
resemble either enamelin or amelogenin (Slavkin et al., 1988).
Immunohistochemical evidence exists that enamel proteins are

deposited on the root analog (linguo-incisal) surface of continuously erupting
rabbit incisors (Schonfeld, 1977). It has been suggested, however, that this
surface cannot be considered root-like and that this phenomenon is part of

normal amelogenesis. (Schroeder, 1986). It has also been suggested that in
teeth of finite length there is a close similarity in morphology and
mineralization pattern between intermediate cementum and the inner layer

of aprismatic enamel (Lindskog, 1982a,b; Lindskog and Hammerstrom, 1982).
This suggestion was based on comparative observations and on previously-

existing biochemical data (Slavkin and Boyde, 1974; Slavkin, 1976; Guenther
et al., 1977 Schonfeld and Slavkin, 1977) and maintained that the innermost

zone of cementum is a form of enamel secreted by the ERS. Furthermore, it
was proposed that the ERS may serve to transport calcium to the
mineralization front shortly before it degenerates. These hypotheses were

based largely on the observation that 3H-tryptophan, an amino acid present in
enamel but not collagenous proteins, is incorporated by cells of the ERS
(Slavkin et al., 1968; Lindskog and Hammarstrom, 1982). Recently, however,

tryptophan sequences have been found in the extracellular matrix molecule
laminin (Barlow et al., 1984) and therefore tryptophan metabolism may
simply ignify that ERS synthesizes laminin as part of its associated basement
membrane (Thomas, 1986). Thomas et al. (1986), using antibodies to enamel
proteins, were unable to detect their presence on the ERS- related dentin
surface and concluded that enamel proteins do not participate in the process
of cementogenesis. Rather, it was proposed that ERS may influence its

neighboring undifferentiated cellular environment by contributing
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biologically-active substances (eg. laminin) to the associated basement
membrane which it shares with the dentin surface.

C

Basement Membrane Theory

The ERS may indirectly initiate cementogenesis via its basement
membrane. It has been shown that basement membrane can substitute for

epithelia in inductive situations (Hall and van Exan, 1982). The presence of a
basement on the developing root surface has been confirmed microscopically

(Paynter and Pudy, 1958), ultrastructually (Cho and Garant, 1988; Thomas and
Kollar, 1986), and immunohistochemically (Thomas and Kollar, 1986). As

previously reviewed, various extracellular matrix components of basement
membranes are biologically involved in the differentiation and development
of many tissues. For example, the retention of basement membrane on the

coronal enamel surfaces after premature fenestration of the reduced enamel

epithelium may explain why coronal cementogenesis occurs. Coronal
cementum formation has previously been attributed to the inductive
influence of surface enamel proteins (Listgarten, 1967; Slavkin, 1967), but an
alternative theory maintains that invading connective tissue contacts and
interacts with a residual and potentially inductive basement membrane on

the enamel surface. Similarly, in root development, it is proposed that
dental sac cells penetrate a fragmented ERS to contact and interact with the

basement membrane on the root dentin surface (Cho and Garant, 1988). An

epithelio-mesenchymal type interaction then occurs, mediated by the
basement membrane, wherein stem cells of the dental sac differentiate into
cementoblasts. It has been further hypothesized that the innermost layer of
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acellular cementum forms from subsequent mineralization of the residual
basement membrane (Paynter and Pudy, 1958). I__n_n viv___9_o experiments where
these in sit.___u events have been replicated have provided interesting results;
recombinations of dental sac and developing murine roots with basement

membrane preserved resulted in the development of bone-like deposits on
the peripheral aspects of the root specimens (Thomas, 1986; Thomas and

Kollar, 1989).

A role for ERS or its basement membrane is also supported by the
association of epithelial rest cells with cementicle formation. Cementides are

small foci of cementum lying within the PDL and are thought to develop by

ectopic deposition of cementum matrix around epithelial rest cells. Evidence
from their ultrastructure, response to histochemical tests, and behavior in cell
culture (Ten Cate, 1972) suggests that epithelial rest cells retain significant

biological activity. Conceivably, this aberrant form of cementogenesis may be
initiated by the basement membrane which surrounds these cells and

separates them from PDL tissue, a derivative of the embryonic dental sac.

D

The ERS Hypothesis

The origin of cementoblasts is uncertain (Thomas and Kollar, 1989).

Although most theories maintain that cementoblasts differentiation from
mesenchymal dental sac tissue very little evidence beyond the morphological
exists to support this hypothesis. Thomas and Kollar (1989) investigated the

developing root surface following ERS fenestration to examine the
ultrastructural pattern of cementoblast differentiation within dental sac.

They concluded that there is no evidence that dental sac cells differentiate
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into cementoblasts following contact with the root surface. -Rather, it

appeared that the follicular cells remained at some distance from the root
surface. Cells which were observed lining the forming root surface were
identified as being of epithelial origin, based on the presence of desmosomes,
intracellular tonofilaments, an underlying basal lamina, and positive
immunofluorescence for cytokeratins. These observations challenge the
conclusions from the radioautographic study (Ten Cate, Mills and Solomon,

1971) used as the major reference supporting the concept that cementoblasts

originate in dental sac. In this study, whole tooth germs in mouse were
labelled with

3H-thymidine and-then transplanted subcutaneously.

When

cementoblasts developed as labelled cells, it was concluded that their origin
must be from the labelled dental sac. It has been suggested, however, that the

non-specific labelling techniques used also labelled cells of the enamel organ
(Thomas and Kollar, 1988b). As ERS cells are derived from enamel organ

epithelium, it is conceivable that labelled cementoblasts could also be of

epithelial (ERS) rather than mesenchymal origin.
The observation that disrupted ERS cells stay in close proximity to the
root surface and display a morphology more commonly associated with

mesenchyme raises the possibility that an epithelio-mesenchymal
transformation occurs in ERS during cementogenesis. E-M transformation is
a recognized feature of embryonic development and has been described in a

variety of situations including the formation and migration of neural crest
(Nichols, 1981), sclerotome formation (Solursh et al., 1979), and development
of the Mullerian duct (Trelstad et al., 1982). E-M transformation has also been

demonstrated i__n_n vitro in cultures of lens epithelium (Greenburg and Hay,
1982) and epithelial root sheath (Thomas and Kollar, 1988b) within collagen

gels. When ERS was cultured under these conditions, it cells lost typical
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epithelial morphology, became bipolar, and more closely resembled
mesenchymal cells. Phenotypic switching of epithelial cells to mesenchymal
form has also been traced biochemically as conversion from collagen type IV

and type I synthesis (Hay, 1984).

X.

FORMATION OF PDL AND ALVEOLAR BONE

Most studies suggest that both PDL and alveolar bone are derived from
dental sac ectomesenchyme (Hoffman, 1960; Ten Cate et al., 1971; Ten Cate
and Mills, 1972; Palmer and Lumsden, 1987). During development, the dental
sac tissue forms three distinct layers. An outer cellular layer adjacent to the

developing alveolar bone is separated from the highly cellular investing

layer surrounding the enamel organ and papilla by a less cellular
intermediate zone which forms a natural plane of cleavage during dissection.

Based on labelling/transplantation studies (Ten Cate et al., 1971; TenCate and
Mills, 1972), it has been proposed that only the inner investing layer should
be considered as the dental sac proper as it gives rise to cementum, PDL, and

bone. Hoffman (1960) was the first to examine PDL formation by

subcutaneously transplanting hamster molars. Although donor bone was not
included in the transplants, a shell of bone and a PDL-like tissue formed

around the roots of the transplanted molar tooth germs. The fibers of this

periodontal ligament were randomly arranged, in contrast to those the
natural ligament which were grouped into bundles. As these transplants
included at least part of the dental follicle proper, it was concluded that "the
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periodontal ligament and alveolar bone shell are derivatives of the dental
sac" and that "the development of the dental organ, the tooth, it periodontal
ligament, and a shell of alveolar bone appear to represent a morphogenic

organ field". Tooth germs were subsequently transplanted to a variety of
sites including subcutaneously (Atkinson and Lavelle, 1970; Ten Cate et al.,

1971; Ten Cate and Mills, 1972), intramuscularly (Hoffman, 1967), to the
anterior chamber of the

eye (Goldman and Gould, 1965 a,b; Yoshikawa and

Kollar, 1981), the mammary fat pad (Riviere et al., 1971), the renal subcapsular
site (Barrett and Reade, 1981, 1982), and the cheek pouch of the Syrian

hamster (A1-Ta!abani and Smith, 1978, 1980). In all these heterotopic
extraosseous environments, a shell of bone and a periodontal ligament-like
tissue with fibrous attachment to bone and cementum was observed after 20-

200 days in viv____o. Tooth germs have also been transplanted to heterotopic
intraosseous locations including femur (Hoffman, 1966; Atkinson and

Levelle, 1970), the parietal bone (Freeman et al., 1975), and the tibial shaft
medulla (Barrett and Reade, 1982), with similiar results. When first molar

tooth germs with dental sac intact were implanted into small holes prepared
in the parietal bone of syngenetic adult male mice, the newly formed shell of

isograph-related, woven embryonic bone fused with the surrounding bone
and within 24 days a true gomphosis formed (Freeman et al., 1975).

Additionally, whole tooth germs can induce bone formation in sites
considered highly resistent-to bone formation eg. adult renal subcapsulsar

region (Barrett and Reade, 1981). These observations support the concept that

PDL and bone are derived from the investing layer of dental sac rather than
other mesenchymal tissues.

However, there is evidence that alveolar bone may be derived from
sources other than dental follicle. In transplantation studies using

3H-
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thymidine labelling, osteoblasts at or within the bony shell were never found

carry the nucleur marker (Ten Cate et al., 1971; Freeman et al., 1975). Also,
the presence of unmineralized dentin and its bone-inductive collagenous and
to

noncollagenous matrix proteins in tooth germ isografts may have induced
bone formation by host cells in various heterotopic sites (Yeomans and Urist,
1967; Buffer et al., 1977).
Evidence also exists that ERS may play an essential role in

development of the alveolar bone and periodontal ligament. As transplanted
tooth germs with dental sac inherently include ERS, several investigators
have proposed that epithelium may be necessary for bone induction

(Hoffman, 1960; A1-Talabani and Smith, 1978; Barrett and Reade, 1981).

Transplant experiments where tooth germ components were first
enzymatically separated and then recombined in various ways have
demonstrated periodontal attachment formation only in combinations where

epithelial cells were deliberately or perhaps inadvertently included
(Andreason and Kristerson, 1981; Yoshikawa and Kollar, 1981; Palmer and

Lumsden, 1987). Yoshikawa and Kollar (1981) and Palmer and Lumsden
(1987) observed PDL formation in recombinations of enamel organ

epithelium with dental sac. In both experiments, the dental sac tissue may
have contained-fragments of ERS, as the epithelium typically remains with
the follicular tissue during tissue separation procedures. A role for

epithelium in PDL regeneration is also suggested in studies using mature
tissues. When adult monkey incisors were extracted, root-planed, and

combined with various dental tissues (PDL, gingival connective tissue, dental

sac, enamel organ epithelium, etc.) before replantation into their original

sockets, reparative cementum formation and periodontal ligament
regeneration was observed in areas where epithelial cells (ie. ERS) were
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preserved within dental sac (Andreason and Kristerson, 1981), or when
enamel organ epithelium was included (Lindskog et al., 1988). These results

agree with the early reimplantation studies of Loe and Waerhaug (1961)
where PDL regeneration was associated with the successful preservation of
epithelial rest cells within the retained periodontal tissues. Collectively, these
observations strongly suggest that epithelium may be necessary for the
formation and regeneration of the periodontal ligament attachment.

XI.

SUMMARY

In summary, tissue interactions operating during cementogenesis and
root development are unknown and the inductive mechanisms responsible

for cementoblast differentiation remain unclear. There is considerable
evidence that epithelial root sheath or its basement membrane may play an

important part in tissue interactions leading to the genesis of the first-formed
acellular cementum and periodontal ligament. Further research, using
controlled and reproducible methods, is required to more definitively
describe the mechanisms responsible for the process of cementogenesis and

periodontal ligament formation.
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XII.

SPECIFIC AIMS

To separate and isolate the following Odontogenic tissues from

developing murine molars: epithelial root sheath, dental sac,
dentin, and dentin with associated basement membrane.

To investigate the inductive influence of epithelial root sheath
on dental sac in vivo.

To investigate the inductive influence of the basement
membrane shared by epithelial root sheath and the developing
root surface on denta! sac in vivo.

To investigate the combined inductive influence of epithelial
root sheath and basement membrane on dental sac in vivo.

CHAPTER 2

ROLE OF BASEMENT MEMBRANE IN PROMOTING MINERALIZED
TISSUE ATTACHMENT TO THE DEVELOPING ROOT SURFACE

I.

ABSTRACT

Cementogenesis is thought to occur when dental sac cells contact

developing root surfaces following fenestration of the epithelial root sheath.
As a basement membrane (BM) has been shown to be present on developing
root surfaces, the purpose of this study was to examine the role of BM in
murine cementogenesis. Developing roots were removed from 9 day old
murine mandibular molars and incubated in 1.0% trypsin to remove

associated cells and BM (Group I) or 0.1M EDTA to remove only cells (Group

I_I). Presence or absence of BM was confirmed immunohistochemically.

Roots were recombined with dental sac obtained from 6 day old mice and

grafted into the anterior chamber of the eyes of homologous male mice.
Grafts were removed after two weeks and processed for light,
immunofluorescence, and electron microscopy.

Group I recombinations

resulted in the formation of bone that approximated the root surface but, in

light and electron microscope sections, failed to adhere to dentin. Group II
recombinations resulted in the formation of a mineralized tissue on root
dentin that ultrastructurally demonstrated many of the characteristics of
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acellular cementum. These results suggest that the presence of basement
membrane (BM) on developing root surfaces plays an important role in

cementogenesis.

II.

INTRODUCrION

Tooth development results from a series of reciprocal, interdependent
interactions between oral ectoderm and cranial neural-crest derived

ectomesenchyme (Kollar, 1972; Slavkin, 1974; Thesleff and Humerinta, 1981;
Kollar, 1983; Ruch, 1984). While the tissue interactions responsible for the
differentiation of ameloblasts and odontoblasts in the formation of coronal

enamel and dentin have been described and extensively investigated
(Thomas and Kollar, 1988, 1989), the tissue interactions underlying root

development are less well known.
Root formation begins when enamel and dentin formation in the
crown have reached the cervical loop, a region where cells of the inner and
outer enamel epithelia are contiguous (Diamond and Applebaum, 1942).

Cells of the cervical loop proliferate and form an epithelial root sheath (ERS:

Hertwig, 1874). The subsequent apical migrav’.n of the ERS facilitates the
organization of the underlying mesenchyme into dental papilla and dental
sac subcomponents and signals the initiation of root development. Recent
evidence suggests that root odontoblast differentiation results from an
interaction betweeen ERS and dental papilla cells (Thomas and Kollar, 1988).
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As these odontoblasts secrete predentin matrix, acellular cementum
formation begins on the peripheral aspect of the newly formed root.

The tissue interactions operating during cementogenesis are unknown.

Our current understanding of how cementum forms is based mainly on lightand electronmicroscopic descriptions of the sequential events which

accompany root development (Selvig, 1962; Lester, 1969a,b; Ten Cate, 1978;
Owens, 1980; Rademakers, 1985). Current opinion (Armitage, 1986) holds that
with continued root development the ERS fenestrates, allowing cells of the

dental sac to contact the forming root surface. Although cementoblasts are

thought to differentiate from the investing layer of dental sac cells (Ten Cate,
Mills, and Solomon, 1971), the mechanisms responsible for cementoblast
differentiation remain unclear. Some researchers have proposed that

differentiation of cementoblasts results from contact of dental sac cells with

the yet unmineralized collagenous root surface (Armitage, 1986), wlile others
have suggested a role for the ERS (Schour and Massler, 1940) or its products

(Slavkin, 1976; Lindskog and Hammarstrom, 1982; Slavkin et al., 1989)
similiar to that seen in odontoblast differentiation.

Analysis of the forming root surface has demonstrated that the most
peripheral (i.e. dental sac-associated) aspect of root dentin remains
unmineralized until cementogenesis is initiated (Paynter and Pudy, 1958;

Lester, 1969a; Cho and Garant, 1988). In addition, the presence of a basement
membrane between this unmineralized dentin and the ERS has been verified

microscopically (Paynter and Pudy, 1958; Cho and Garant, 1988; Thomas and
Kollar, 1988) and immunohistochemically (Thomas and Kollar, 1988). As the
ERS begins to fenestrate, this basement membrane remains associated with
the dentin surface (Thomas and Kollar, 1988) and it has been proposed that its

presence may provide an inductive stimulus for cementoblast differentiation
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from dental sac stem cell populations (Cho and Garant, 1988). The
extracellular matrix components of basement membrane have been shown to
be biologically active and important in cell movement, differentiation, and
maturation (Kefalides et al., 1979; Kleinman et al., 1981; Yamada, 1980;

Bernfield, 1984; Terranova and Wikesjo, 1987). The presence of basement

membrane is required for odontoblast differentiation, and time-specific
alterations in basement membrane composition have been demonstrated

during tooth crown development (Thesleff and Humerinta, 1981). The

presence of a basement membrane on the enamel surface following
premature fenestration of the reduced enamel epithelium may also provide
the inductive stimulus in the aberrant process of coronal cementogenesis

(Listgarten and Kamin, 1969). Additionally, the ability of basement
membrane to substitute for epithelia in epithelio-mesenchymal interactions

leading to osteogenesis has been established (Hall and vanExan,1981).
The role of basement membrane in cementoblast differentiation has
not been examined. Thus, we investigated the inductive influence of

basement membrane on dental sac using an in vivo_._._model for root

development based on tissue separation and recornbination techniques.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

An investigation of root development was facilitated by isolating
various murine odontogenic tissues and then reuniting them in different

combinations.

Isolation and Preparation of Tissues

Dentin was obtained from day-8

postnatal (developmental day 28) CD-1

mice (Charles River Labs). At this stage of

development, cementum has not

yet formed (Cohn,1957) and enough root structure exists for manipulation.
Dentin specimens were processed in one of two ways. Some specimens (D-

BM, Group I) were incubated in 1.0% trypsin (1:250, Sigma) for 30 mins. at
4.0oc to remove both cells and basement membrane. Other specimens

(D+BM, Group II) were incubated in 0.1M EDTA in Ca++-Mg++-free Hank’s
Basic Salt Solution (HBSS, Sigma) for 15 mins. at 37oc (Osman and Rush,

1980) to remove cells and to preserve the associated basement membrane.
Absence or preservation of basement membrane on dentin specimens was
confirmed by immunofluorescence microscopy (see below). Absence of cells
was ensured by freeze-thawing all specimens in distilled water and then test

culturing random samples on 0.4% agar-supplemented alpha-Minimal
Essential Media (alpha-MEM, Sigma) for evidence of cellular outgrowth from

the specimens.
Dental sac (DS) was obtained from day-6 postnatal CD-1 mice. First
mandibular molar tooth germs were removed and placed in 1.0% trypsin for
2 hours at 4.0oc to digest associated basement membranes (Kollar and Baird,

1968). Trypsin activity was then inhibited by HBSS with 15% fetal bovine
serum (FBS, Hyclone). The mineralized crown was separated from the soft

tissue, leaving a tri-complex of dental papilla, dental sac, and the interposed

ERS. That area of dental sac tissue immediately subjacent to the dental

papilla (see Fig. 4) was then isolated by microscopic dissection.
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Tissue Recombination and Grafting

The experimental groups consisted of recombinations of (a) dental sac

and dentin devoid of basement membrane- Group I (D-BM+DS), and (b)
dental sac and dentin with its preserved basement membrane-Group II

(D+BM+DS). Dental sac tissue was a control. Isolated tissues were
recombined to recreate their natural spatial orientation by using the convex

surface of the dentin as reference for the peripheral, cemental-side of the root.
The tissues were recombined on 0.4% agar-supplemented alpha-MEM

(Sigma) w-ith 10% FBS, 1.0% glutamine, and 0.1% gentamycin.
Recombinations were incubated overnight in a humidified chamber with 5%

CO2 in air at 37oc to allow the tissues to adhere. The recombinations were
then grafted into the anterior chamber of the eye of homologous adult male
mice following established protocols (Koiiar and Baird, 1969). Adult animals
were anesthesized with a combination of Ketaset (Ketamine Hydrochloride,
100 mg/ml) 100 mg/kg body weight and Rompun (Xylazine, 100 mg/ml) 11

mg/kg body weight. After surgical entry, the graft (i.e. recombined tissues)
was positioned on the peripheral iris in an area as far distant from the
incision site as possible. Special care was taken to avoid trauma during the

grafting procedure; any graft procedures that produced bleeding were
removed from the experiment. One graft was placed per animal.
Five contol (DS) and sixteen

Group I (D-BM+DS) and Group II

(D+BM+DS) recombinations were grafted.

C

Light Microscopy

Explanted grafts were removed after 2 weeks. Animals were sacrificed

by cervical dislocation and the recipient eye i’emoved. For all analyses, the
anterior chamber of the eye with its graft material was isolated and processed
as a unit.

Hematoxylin-Eosin (H/E) Specimens

Specimens were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin, dehydrated,
cleared in xy!ene, and embedded in paraffin. Serial

7m sections were cut,

stained in hematoxylin and Biebrick’s scarlet, and examined by light

microscope. (n=12/group).

ii.

Immunohi s tochemis try

Dentin and ocular graft specimens were fixed in 95% ETOH, embedded,
cut at 7m, demineralized in 0.5M EDTA

(pH 7.4) for 30 minutes, and

processed using standard protocols for immunohistochemistry. After
antibody incubation, washed slides were mounted in Fluoromount-G
(Southern Biotechnology) with phenylenediamine (Fisher Scientific) to
reduce fading, and photographed on a Nikon Opfiphot Epifluorescense

microscope. (n=2/group re ocular grafts).
Antibodies"
Dentin specimens were incubated with rabbit anti-mouse laminin

(courtesy of Dr. M. Tanzer, Dept. of Biostructure and Function, Univ. of
Connecticut Health Center) to determine absence or preservation of root-

associated basement membrane.

5
A Ocular grafts of dental sac (Control Group) and experimental Groups
I and II were incubated with rabbit anti-mouse alkaline phosphatase (courtesy
of Dr. B. Maeska,

Dept. of Biostructure and Function, Univ. of Connecticut

Health Center) to detect membrane-associated alkaline phosphatase activity.
A Other Group I and II grafts were incubated with rabbit anti-human

keratin (Dako Corp.) to detect intracellular cytokeratins to identify epithelial

cells.
A Normal rabbit serum served as control.
A Secondary antibody, in all cases, was FITC-labelled goat anti-rabbit

IgG (Miles Scientific).

Transmission Electron Microscopy

Specimens from both experimental groups were fixed in 2.0%

glutaraldehyde in 0.1M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH:7.2), post-fixed in 2.0%
osmium tetroxide, dehydrated, and embedded in

Epon. Thin sections were

cut, mounted on formvar-coated grids, stained with uranyl acetate and lead

citrate, and examined on a Philips 410LS or Jeol 100CX electron microscope.

(n=2/group).
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IV.

RESULTS

Root Dentin Specimens
Examination of specimens reacted with antiserum to laminin

confirmed the successful removal (D-BM,

Group I) or preservation (D+BM,

Group II) of basement membrane on the root dentin surfaces. Trypsin-treated
dentin revealed no specific staining for laminin (Fig. 5) while EDTA-treated
dentin demonstrated staining along the outer (cemental) surface of the root

(Fig. 6).
The results for all grafted groups are presented in Table 1.

g

Control Group (Dental sac)

All five control grafts formed a mineralized, cellular tissue resembling
bone (Fig. 7). This tissue contained cells with basophilic nuclei interposed
within an acidophilic matrix. Cells within and surrounding this bone-like
tissue demonstrated staining for alkaline

Co

phosphatase (Fig. 8).

Experimental Groups
H/E microscopy

Dental sac in all recombinations formed bone. In 83% (10/12) of Group

I (D-BM+DS) cases, the bone was separated from the dentin surface by a clearly
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defined space (Figs. 9, 10). This space always occurred at the peripheral dentin

surface and never within the dentin or bone matrix (Fig. 11). However, in
cases where bone formed on the inner, predentin aspect of the dentin

specimen, separation did not occur. In Group II (D+BM+DS), in 100% (12/12)
of cases, a mineralized material formed which fused or adhered to the dentin
surface (Figs. 12, 13). Artifactual tearing or splitting of the mineralized
material was never noted. A well-defined hematoxylin line demarkated the

interface of the original dentin surface and the adhering bone (Fig. 14). The

zone of newly-formed mineralized tissue immediately adjacent to this line
was acellular.

ii.

Immunofluorescence microscopy
anti-keratin: Specimens from both groups revealed an absence of

specific staining for keratin (Fig. 15). The absence of cells possessing
cytokeratins suggests that the tissue isolation procedures used were successful
in all removing epithelial (ERS) components from dental sac tissue.

anti-alkaline phosphatase: Specimens from both groups

demonstrated positive staining for alkaline phosphatase similiar to that

found in the control grafts. Staining was associated with cells both entrapped
within the matrix and lining the mineralized tissue (Fig. 16)

iii
A

Transmission electron microscopy

Group I (D-BM+DS): Ultrastructural analysis of the root surface

revealed an incomplete union of bone to dentin (Fig. 17). The interface

between bone and dentin was always characterized by a zone of tearing or

separation which occurred to varying degree. Inspection of the tear area
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revealed separation of bone away from dentin at the peripheral dentin

surface, similiar to that observed in the H/E sections (Fig. 18).
A Group II (D+BM+DS): As in the H/E sections, in no case was
separation of bone from the dentin surface noted. Rather, a fusion of bonelike material to dentin by an interposed acellular mineralized material was

observed. Osteoblast- or cementoblast-like cells could be seen lying peripheral
to this mineralized material which outcropped from the original dentin

surface as discrete foci of mineralization (Figs. 19, 20, 21). These cells lined the
mineralization front in an orderly, parallel fashion (Fig. 22) and were

separated from it by a dense, irregularly-arranged collagenous matrix (Fig. 23).
The original dentin surface could be easily distinguished and signs of

resoptive processes were not evident (Fig. 19).

V.

DISCUSSION

Tissue separation and recombination is one means by which the role of
a specific tissue or tissues in

developmental can be determined. By selectively

excluding or including certain normal

constituent tissues, the necessity of

that tissue(s) in-promoting normal development can be assessed. These

procedures were first used to investigate the nature of the tissue interactions
occurring during tooth crown development (Huggins, 1934) and have since
been refined and modified to examine the complex heterogeneous nature of
various developmental situations (Kollar and Baird,1969, 1970a,b; Kollar and

Fisher, 1980; Yoshikawa and Kollar, 1981; Palmer and Lumsden, 1988; Thomas
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and Kollar, 1988). By using these established protocols, we have attempted to
recreate the dynamic tissue arrangements which facilitate root development.

Trypsinization of tissues has been shown to remove basement
membrane (Lesot et al., 1981) and we have confirmed with

immonohistochemistry that this treatment successfully removes the
basement membrane associated with the developing root surface.

Alternatively, by using EDTA (Osman and Ruch, 1980), dentin specimens
were produced in which the native basement membrane, or at least its
laminin portion, was maintained on the peripheral, dental sac-related

surface. Conveniently, this basement membrane remained on its natural
substrate (ie. the unmineralized dentin surface) and its preservation was
confirmed by positive immunofluorescence to laminin, a known basement

membrane component.
Placement of dental sac tissue into intraocuiar sites..resuited in the
formation of bone in control and experimental groups. This finding agrees
with previous i__.n vivo experiments involving this tissue (Yoshikawa and

Kollar, 1981; Palmer and Lumsden, 1987; Thomas and Kollar, 1988) and
confirms the ability of embryonic dental sac to form bone under suitable

culture conditions. The enzyme alkaline phosphatase has been implicated in
bone formation and calcification ( Reddi and Huggins, 1972; Reddi and
Sullivan, 1980) and its detection in cells here associated with mineralized
tissue further supports the histological evidence of bone formation.

Analysis of the recombined tissues by immunofluorescence microscopy
suggests that the tissue separation procedures used were successful in

isolating uncontaminated dental sac tissue that was free of epithelial cells
(ERS). As epithelium has been suggested to be osteoinductive (Hall and

vanExan, 1981) and as ERS has been implicated in the process of
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cementogenesis (Slavkin, 1976; Thomas and Kollar, 1988), it was important to
ensure its complete removal from tissues used in these experiments.

In both experimental groups, dental sac tissue formed bone, but the
relationship of this bone to the dentin surface was markedly different
between groups. Group I recombinations (Dental sac + Dentin- Basement

Membrane) essentially recreate the conditions which are currently believed to
exist during the initial stages of cementogenesis (Armitage, 1986) i.e. contact

of undifferentiated dental sac cells with the exposed root dentin surface after

ERS-fenestration The majority (83%) of Group I recombinations however
formed bone which failed to adhere to the dentin surface. Although the space
created between bone and dentin might be at first considered the result of

histological processing, comparison of these results to Group II strongly

suggests that the failure of bone to adhere to dentin in Group I is more real
than artifactual. This is further supported by the observation that separation
did not occur when mineralized tissue formed on the

collagenous, predentin

aspect of the dentin specimens in Group I. The small number (2/12) of

Group I recombinations which did displayed some adherance of bone to
dentin might be attributed to incomplete removal of basement membrane

components from these particular specimens. Overall, results from Group I
suggest that recombinations of dental sac and dentin possess the ability to
form bone but lack the ability to form a mineralized material which fuses or

adheres well to the dentin surface. As such, these recombinations fail to

reproduce any of the early signs of cementogenesis (Paynter and Pudy, 1958;
Lester, 1969a,b) (i.e. deposition of a mineralized, acellular material on the
dentin surface which mediates root attachment to surrounding structures).

In contrast, Group 2 recombinations (Dental sac+Dentin+Basement
Membrane) formed bone which fused or adhered to neighbouring dentin.
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This was true in 100% of cases and strongly suggests that the preservation of

basement membrane on the dentin surface is important, if not necessary, for
bone-dentin/cementum-dentin adherence. Indeed these recombinations

histologically recreate the initial events of cementogenesis (Paynter and Pudy,
1958; Lester, 1969a,b; Owens, 1980) and satisify the purely mechanical
definition of cementum as a structure which mediates the attachment of
dentin to surrounding tissues. The appearance of a darkly-staining,

hematoxylin line at the junction of bone and dentin may represent the
mineralization of the preserved basement membrane. This phenomenon

was first described by Paynter and Pudy (1958), who when after studying the

sequential stages of cementum development in the rat, proposed that the
appearance of a metachromatic line represented the first-formed cementum,

possibly the result of an early mineralization of the basement membrane
present on the root dentin surface. Ultrastructural analysis of the area

immediately adjacent to the dentin surface (Fig 21, 22, 23) revealed a thin,
dense, and uniform zone of mineral. Peripheral to and extending from this
zone was a wider area of mineralization characterized by an outcropping of
foci of mineralization. This less-dense zone may be consistent with the

acellular region found external to the dentin surface-hematoxylin line in the

H/E sections, and compares well to the ultrastructural descriptions of early
cementogenesis by previous investigators ( please see Figs. 20 and 24 in Lester,
1969a and Fig. 9 in Lester, 1969b).

Electron microscopic analysis of Group II recombinations also

demonstrates that the union of peripheral bone to dentin as mediated by this

interposed acellular material is not as a result of ankylosis as resorptive
lacunae indicative of previous dentinoclastic activity were not observed.
Rather, it appears that the cells lining the root surface have produced a
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coltagenous matrix which has eventually mineralized. This additive,
continuous process of mineral formation on dentin is consistent with the
process of acellular cementogenesis in which the previously unmineralized
outer aspect of dentin first becomes mineralized to form the innermost layer

of cementum and then is secondarily covered by successive additions of
cementum (Paynter and Pudy, 1958; Lester, 1969a,b).

The cells lining the mineralization front have assumed the pallasaded

morphology of osteoblasts or cementoblasts, although their definitive cell
type cannot be determined. Certainly their high cytoplasmic content of
mitochondria and rough endoplasmic reticu!um, coupled with their high

production of collagen suggests that these cells are actively engaged in matrix
synthesis. The possibility that these cells are cementoblasts must not be
overlooked. Certainly the histological and ultrastructural features of these
cells do not exclude them from this description and their mineralized matrix
shares many of the characteristics of cementum. However, due to the

potential of any mineralized material to resemble cementum histologically
and ultrastructurally and in the absence of a reliable extracellular matrix
marker for cementum, the designation of any regenerated or experimentallyinduced material as cementum cannot be made.

These results suggest that the basement membrane present on the
dentin surface during root development

may play an important role in

cementogenesis. Basement membrane has been demonstrated to be
important as a mediator in tissue interactions in various developmental
situations (Bernfield, 1984) including the series of EMI which occur during

coronal tooth development (Thesleff etal., 1981). Transfilter experiments

have shown that basement membrane can substitute for epithelium in
inductive situations (Hall and vanExan, 1981) and therefore the basement

membrane on the developing root surface could potentially mediate an

epithelio-mesenchymal type interaction between the ERS and
undifferentiated dental sac cells. It is now well established that enamel and

coronal and root dentin are formed as a result of interaction between dental

papilla mesenchyme and dental epithelium, either inner enamel epithelium
or ERS. The third mineralized material in tooth formation, cementum,

could also be the result of a similiar type of interaction between ERS or an

ERS product (eg. basement membrane) and dental sac mesenchyme. This

might explain why this basement membrane was necessary in our
recombinations to produce adhesion of bone to the dentinal surface. These
recombinations were incapable, however, of reproducing the entire sequence

of events seen in root formation, and lacked the ability to produce a

periodontal ligament (PDL), the specialized suspensory structure which forms
coincident with initial cementum deposition. The exclusion of epithelial

cells (ERS) from dental sac in these recombinations may be one reason why

PDL formation failed to occur; previous studies in which odontogenic tissues
were recombined in vivo .have demonstrated PDL formation only where

epithelium was intentionally or inadvertently included (Yoshikawa and
Kollar, 1981; Andreason and Kristerson, 1981; Palmer and Lumsden, 1988).
While referring to basement membrane, we should note that while
laminin was detected on the cemental surface of the root dentin specimens by

immunohistochemical techniques, we have been unable to-detect collagen

type IV in this region. A similiar situaton appears to exists during crown
development when collagen type IV in the basement membrane between the
inner enamel epithelium and the dental papilla is decreased to undetectable

levels at the time of odontoblast differentiation and predentin secretion
(Thomas and Badwal, unpublished). Bearing this in mind, the extracellular
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matrix associated with ERS and root dentin might be considered a

specialized.

structure rather than a classical basement membrane ie. it may not contain all

the components normally associated with basement membrane. The reasons

for this are currently the focus of a separate investigation.

The stem cell compartment that serves as the origin of the regenerative
cells in periodontal regeneration procedures has been

the; topic of much

recent research. Our findings agree with with previous reports that suggest

that cementoblasts have their origin in dental sac tissue (Ten Cate et al., 1971;

Ten Cate, Mills and Soloman, 1972). Dental sac developmentally gives rise to
the future PDL and portions of the alveolus, and it is one of these two tissues

which is thought to contribute the necessary cells in regenerative situations.
Cell labelling studies (Aukhil and Iglhaut, 1988; McCulloch et al., 1987) and in

.vitro analysis (Melcher et al., 1988) have as yet failed to define which specific
tissue PDL or bone- is involved. A recent report (Melcher et al., 1986)

suggests that the regenerative cells may find their origin in the endosteal

spaces of the alveolus rather than PDL. Cells from rat calvariae and PDL, and
human gingival fibroblasts were cocultured with partly demineralized and
demineralized dentin. Osteoblastic cells of calvarial origin produced nodules-

of tissue resembling bone or acellular cementum on the dentin surfaces,
while PDL cells failed to produce any mineralized tissue. Our findings,

however, suggest that the precursor tissue to PDL and alveolar bone (i.e.
dental sac) requires the presence of an intermediate material, the preserved

basement membrane, to form a mineralized tissue that cements or fuses to
dentin. Thus, putative stem cell populations within adult PDL

may also

require the presence of a basement membrane mediator in order to induce
cementum formation. The negative observations found with PDL in the

previous report may reflect the lack of this necessary component in the in

vitro system used, while the positive reports with calvarial cells could be

attribited to in vitro alteration of normal osteoblastic mechanisms.
This paper introduces an in vivo model to study root development.

Our results suggest that undifferentiated dental-sac mesenchymal tissue

possesses the ability to form a mineralized tissue that fuses to dentin. This
differentiation,-however, appears dependent upon the presence of a basement
membrane on the root surface. Investigations are currently underway to

analyze the nature of the basement membrane component(s) involved, the
age and species restrictions of the responding dental sac tissue, and the ability
of adult PDL to reproduce this phenomenon in vivo.

CHAPTER 3

ROLE OF EPITHELIUM IN PERIODONTAL ATTACHMENT FORMATION

L

ABSTRACT

Our previous studies in which murine dental sac and dentin were
recombined in .vivo. indicated that, although preservation of the basement

membrane present on developing roots resulted in the formation and
adherence of a cernentum-like mineralized material on dentin, the
conditions necessary for periodontal ligament (PDL) formation were not

present. As. these recombinations did not include dental epithelium and as

epithelial root sheath cells (ERS) have been implicated in PDL formation, the

purpose of this investigation was to determine the role of ERS and its
associated basement membrane in murine cementogenesis and periodontal

attachment formation. Recombinations of murine dentin (with and without
its associated basement membrane, BM), dental sac, and ERS were grafted

intraocularly and then examined by light, electron, and immunofluorescence
microscopy. All recombinations formed bone and when ERS was included
with dentin and dental sac, a cementum-like mineralized material fused to

the dentin surface. When both ERS .and BM were present, 25% of
recombinations formed a PDL-like structure with fibrous attachment of the
root to the surrounding bone. These results suggest that ERS and its
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associated BM play important biological roles in development of the murine

periodontal attachment apparatus.

1].

INTRODUCHON

Root development begins when Hertwig’s epithelial root sheath (ERS)
forms as an extension of the cervical loop of the enamel organ and

proliferates into the underlying neural crest-derived ectomesenchyme. The
two-cell layer ERS acts as a scaffold for root dentin development and its

separation of ectomesenchyme into dental papilla and dental sac

subcomponents determines the morphology of the future root. it has been
shown that this epithelium interacts with embryonic dental papilla and is

necessary for differentiation of root odontoblasts (Thomas and Kollar, 1988).
As predenfinmatrix is secreted and mineralized, the ERS fenestrates and
acellular cementum formation is initiated in the cervical third of the root

(Lester, 1969a,b; Armitage, 1986).
The role that the ERS and its products play in cementoblast
differentiation is unclear, although numerous reports have suggested that

ERS or its associated basement membrane may be necessary for initiation of
cementogenesis (Paynter and Pudy, 1958; Slavkin, 1976; Owens, 1980; Ruch,
1980; Thomas and Kollar, 1988; Cho and Garant, 1989; Slavkin et al., 1988).

We have shown that the preservaton of the basement membrane shared by

ERS and the developing root dentin surface is necessary for formation and
adhesion of a mineralized material on dentin in in vivo recombinations of

murine odontogenic tissues (MacNeil and Thomas, 1989, Chapter 1). When

dental sac and dentin were combined and cultured intraocularly, bone formed
from dental sac but failed to fuse with the dentin surface; however, when
ERS-associated basement membrane (BM) was included in the

recombinations, a mineralized material was deposited on and fused to the
dentin in all cases. The process by which this mineral was formed shared

many of the characteristics of developmental cementogenesis (Lester, 1969a,b;
Owens, 1980). These observations support previous suggestions (Paynter and
Pudy, 1958; Owens, 1980; Thomas and Kollar, 1988; Cho and Garant, 1989) that
the basement membrane shared by dentin and ERS may be important in the
inductive interactions which precede acellular cementum formation.
Periodontal ligament (PDL) formation did not occur in these
recombinations. Transplantation experiments on developing murine molars

suggest that cells of the investing layer of dental sac differentiate to form the

periodontal ligament (Ten Cate et al., 1971; Freeman and Ten Cate, 1972; Ten
Cate and Mills, 1972). Tissue separation and recombination studies (Palmer
and Lumsden, 1988) further support this concept. However, all these

procedures used dental-sac mesenchymal tissue that, by virtue of the
protocols used, included epithelial cells (either enamel organ epithelium or
ERS) therefore, the possibility that ERS may be involved in inductive
interactions during PDL formation must not be overlooked. The failure of

dental sac tissue to form a PDL in our recombinations in which ERS was

excluded further suggests that the presence of epithelium is required to create
the biological conditions necessary for PDL induction. Recombination

experiments with embryonic tissue (Yoshikawa and Kollar, 1981; Palmer and
Lumsden, 1988) and tooth reimplantation studies involving various mature
dental tissues (Loe and Waerhaug, 1961; Andreason and Kristerson, 1981;

Lindskog et al., 1988; ) support the hypothesis that epithelium, in some form,
is necessary for periodontal attachment formation.

A technique has recently been described wherein ERS can be cleanly

separated from surrounding tissue (Thomas and Kollar, 1988). The isolation
of ERS now enables investigations into the role that ERS specifically plays in
recombinations of tissues with odontogenic potential. The purpose of this

study, therefore, Was to isolate ERS from developing murine molars and to
investigate its inductive role in in vivo recombinations of dental tissues

implicated in root and PDL development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The basic experimental design has been previously described in

Chapter 1 (MacNeil and Thomas, 1989, Chapter 1). In summary, an in vivo
model for root development was constructed by isolating various murine

odontogenic tissues and then recombining them in different combinations.

Isolation and Preparation of Tissues

Dentin was obtained from

day-8 postnatal (developmental day 28) CD-1

mice (Charles River Labs). At this stage of development, cementum has not

yet formed (Cohn,1957) and enough root structure exists for manipulation.
Dentin specimens were processed in one of two ways. Some specimens

(D"BM, i.e. Group I) were incubated in 1.0% trypsin (1:250, Sigma) for 30 mins.
at 4.0oc to remove both cells and basement membrane. Other specimens

(D+BM, i.e. Group II) were incubated in 0.1M EDTA in Ca++-Mg++-free
Hank’s Basic Salt Solution (HBSS, Sigma) for 15 mins. at 37oc (Osman and

Ruch, 1980) to remove cells but to preserve the associated basement
membrane. Absence or preservation of basement membrane on dentin

specimens was confirmed by immunofluorescence microscopy (see below).
Absence of cells was ensured by freeze-thawing all specimens in distilled
water-and then test culturing random samples on 0.4% agar-supplemented

alpha-Minimal Essential Media (aipha-MEM, Sigma) for evidence of cellular

outgrowth from the specimens.
Dental sac (DS) and epithelial root sheath (ERS) were obtained from

day-6 postnatal CD-1 mice. First mandibular molar tooth germs were
removed and placed in 1.0% trypsin for 2 hours at 4.0oc to digest associated

basement membranes (Kollar and Baird, 1968). Trypsin activity was then
inhibited by HBSS with 15% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Hyclone). The

mineralized crown was separated from the soft tissue, leaving a tri-complex

of dental papilla, dental sac, and the interposed ERS (see Fig. 4). ERS was

cleanly isolated by microdissection as a thin transparent band of epithelium.
ERS-free dental sac was then harvested from the area immediately subjacent
to the dental papilla.

B

Tissue Recombination and Grafting

From the separated tissues, one control group (dental sac) and two
experimental groups, Groups A and B, were produced (Table 2). The
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experimental groups consisted of recombinations of ERS and dental sac with
the two differing dentin specimens (i.e. Group A = Dentin Basement

Membrane; Group B = Dentin + Basement Membrane). Two to three isolated

fragments of ERS were placed on the dentin specimens, using the convex
surface reference for the peripheral, cemental-side of the root. These tissues
were allowed to adhere to each other on 0.4% agar-supplemented alpha-MEM

(Sigma) with 10% FBS, 1% glutamine, and 0.1% gentamycin at 37oc in 5%
CO2 for two hours, whereupon dental sac tissue was added atop the adhering
epithelium._ As such, the ERS was sandwiched between dental sac and dentin,
approximating ihe in situ spatial orientation of these tissues. The completed
recombinations were incubated overnight and then grafted into the anterior

chamber of the eye of homologous adult male mice following established

protocols (Kollar and Baird, 1969). Adult animals were anesthesized with a
combination of Ketaset (Ketamine Hydrochioride, 100 mg/ml) 100 mg/kg
body weight and Rompun (Xylazine, 100 mg/ml) 11 mg/kg body weight.
After surgical entry, the graft (i.e. recombined tissues) was positioned on the

peripheral iris in an area as far distant from the incision site as possible.

Special care was taken to avoid trauma during the grafting procedure; any

graft procedures that produced bleeding were removed from the experiment.
One graft was placed per animal.
Five contol (DS) and sixteen

Group A (D-BM+ERS+DS) and Group B

(D+BM+ERS+DS) recombinations were grafted.

Co

Light Microscopy

Explanted grafts were removed after 2 weeks. Animals were sacrificed
by cervical dislocation and the recipient eye removed. For all analyses, the
anterior chamber of the

eye with its graft material was isolated and processed

as a unit.

Hematoxylin-Eosin (H/E) specimens
Specimens were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin, dehydrated,
cleared in xylene, and embedded in paraffin. Serial 7gin sections were cut,
stained in hematoxylin and Biebrick’s scarlet, and examined by light

microscope. (n=12 / group).
Immunohi s tochemis try

ii.

Dentin and ocular graft specimens were fixed in 95% ETOH, embedded,

cut at 7m, demineralized in 0.5M EDTA

(pH 7.4) for 30 minutes, and

processed using standard protocols for immunohistochemistry. After
antibody incubation, washed slides were mounted in Fluoromount-G
(Southern Biotechnology) with phenylenediamine (Fisher Scientific) to
reduce fading, and photographed on a Nikon Optiphot Epifluorescense

microscope. (n=2/group reocular grafts).
Antibodies:
Dentin specimens were incubated with rabbit anti-mouse laminin

(courtesy of Dr. M. Tanzer, Dept. of Biostructure and Function, Univ. of
Connecticut Health Center) to determine absence or preservation of root-

associated

basement membrane.

Ocular grafts of dental sac (Control Group) and experimental

Groups

A and B were incubated with rabbit anti-mouse alkaline phosphatase

(courtesy of Dr. B. Maeska, Dept. of Biostructure and Function, Univ. of
Connecticut Health Center) to detect membrane-associated alkaline

phosphatase activity.
Other Group A and B grafts were incubated with rabbit anti-human
keratin (Dako Corp.) to detect intracellular cytokeratins to identify epithelial

cells.

Normal rabbit serum served as control.

Secondary antibody, in all cases, was FITC-label!ed goat anti-rabbit

IgG (Miles Scientific).

Transmission Electron Microscopy

Specimens from both experimental groups were fixed in 2%

glutaraldehyde in 0.1M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH:7.2), post-fixed in 2%
osmium tetroxide, dehydrated, and embedded in

Epon. Thin sections

were

cut, mounted on formvar-coated grids, stained with uranyl acetate and lead
citrate, and examined on a

Jeol 100CX electron microscope. (n=2/group).

IVo

RESULTS

Root Dentin Specimens and Control Group

Immunohistochemistry confirmed removal of basement membrane by
trypsinization (Fig. 5) and successful preservation of basement membrane in
EDTA-treated dentin specimens (Fig. 6). Control grafts of dental sac formed
bone which demonstrated immunofluorescence staining for alkaline

phosphatase (Fig. 8).

BQ

Experimental Groups
H/E microscopy

Dental sac in all recombinations formed bone. In 92% (11/12) Group A
recombinations (D-BM+ERS+DS), this tissue fused or adhere to t-he dentin

surface. A darkly-staining hemayoxylin line could usually be noted at the
interface of the the dentin and the adhering mineralized material (Fig. 24) In
most cases, the mineralized material immediately adjacent to this line was

acellular (Figs 25, 26) while the more peripheral tissue was cellular and more
bone-like in appearance (Fig. 24).

Most Group B recombinations (75% or 9/12) appeared similiar to

Group A histologically. Again, a predominately acellular mineralized
material was deposited on and adhered to the root dentin surface (Fig. 27).

Bone-like tissue could be distinguished peripheral to this area (Fig. 27). A

hematoxylin line could, in most cases, be observed at the interface of dentin
and the newly-formed mineral (Fig. 28).

In the remaining 25% of Group II recombinations, however, a structure
which strongly resembled a periodontal ligament developed. In longitudinal

section, this structure presented as a shell of alveolar-like bone joined to the
root surface by a fibrous space (Figs. 29, 30). Lacelike, fibrous strands

resembling periodontal ligament fibers could be observed spanning between
bone and the root surface. In cross-section, these fibers could be seen radiating
out from the dentin toward the peripheral bone (Fig. 31) and higher

magnification revealed insertion of these fibers into the root surface matrix
(Fig. 32). Numerous cells were interspersed within the fibrous tissue (Fig. 32).
Immunofluorescence microscopy

ii.

Anti-keratin: Randomly-selected specimens from both groups

demonstrated specific staining for cytokeratins, suggesting successful
inclusion of ERS in the recombinations. In some cases, the ERS appeared

preserved as a two-cell layer (Fig. 33), while in other instances the ERS
appeared to have undergone some cellular degradation and sheath disruption
(Fig. 34)._
Anti-alkaline phosphatase: Specimens from both groups

demonstrated positive immunofluorescence for alkaline phosphatase

(Figs. 35, 36).
iii.

A

Transmission electron microscopy

Group A (D- BM + ERS + DS): Ultrastructural analysis of the

interface between bone and dentin revealed epithelial-like cells lining the

dentin surface (Figs. 37, 38). In some cases, a two-cell layer was evident (Fig.

37) while in other areas, only a one-cell layer could be observed (Fig.38).
These cells were darkly-staining (relative to more peripheral cells), had a high

nucleur-to-cytoplasmic ratio, and contained abundant rough endoplasmic
reticulum. The area between these cells and the dentin surface consisted of
two zones: a cell-associated, non-mineralized collagenous zone and a dentin-

associated acellular, mineralized zone (Fig. 38). A darkly-staining, uniform,
mineralized line demarkated the junction of the dentin surface and the

overlying, adherent mineral (Fig. 38). Collagen fibrils could be seen lying

parallel to the root surface at the interface of the collagenous and mineralized
zones (Fig. 39). An irregular, bone-like matrix could was present peripheral to
the presumptive epithelial cells (Figs. 37, 38).

A Group B (D + BM + ERS + DS): The root surface-bone interface
consisted of three distinct zones: (a) a mineralized zone fused to dentin, (b) a

neighbouring unmineralized collagenous zone, and (c) a cellular zone
internal to bone (Fig. 40). The mineralized zone was relatively wide,

irregularily formed, and acellular (Fig. 41). A more organized zone of

collagen fibrils (Fig. 42) separated the mineralized zone from the outer
cellular zone. This cellular zone (Figs. 43, 44) consisted of a two-cell layer of

epithelial-like cells which stained more darkly than more peripherally-placed
mesenchymal-like cells (Fig. 44). Although these cells appeared to be losing
junctional contact, evidence of desmosomal attachment was still present in
some areas (Fig. 44). These cells were characterized by a high nucleur-to-

cytoplasmic ratio and abundant rough endoplasmic reticulum (Figs. 43, 44).
Cellular-degeneration was suggested by dilated cytoplasmic organelles

(endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria) and occasional myelin figures (Figs.
43, 44). Organized collagen fibrils could be observed coursing between these
cells and entering the collagenous zone (Fig. 45); the collagen fibrils appeared
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to-be intimately associated with the plasma membrane of the epithelial-like

cells (Fig. 46).

V.

DISCUSSION

Light and electron microscopic analysis of some Group B (D + BM +
ERS + DS) recombinations has provided evidence of periodontal ligament
(PDL) formation; that is, formation of a fibrous attachment between root
dentin and bone.

Group B recombinations simulate the

tissue arrangements

found during in situ root development: As the root forms, it is associated

peripherally by the basement membrane it shares with the epithelial root
sheath, the ERS itself, and dental sac. Therefore, it should not be surprising
that PDL formation occurred in this group as all normal in si.tu component
tissues were present. However, a 25% occurence is remarkable considering

the intricacies and demands of tissue separation and isolation, heterochronal

recombination, ocular grafting, and the difficulty of replicating normal tissue

proportions.
The apparent inability of recombinations devoid of ERS to generate a

periodontal ligament is most interesting. We have previously reported that
combinations of murine tissue involving day-6 dental_ sac and day-9 dentin
with basement membrane preserved resulted in the deposition of a

mineralized material on dentin in 100% of cases (MacNeil and Thomas, 1989,

Chapter 1). At a light microscopic level, this acellular mineralized material
acted as an intermediary substance in fusing or cementing peripheral bone to

dentin. No evidence of resorption on the root surface was observed.

Ultrastructurally, this mineralized material was bone- or cementum-like in
nature and developed as a well defined mineralizaton front propogating from
the original dentin surface. Cells resembling osteoblasts or cementoblasts
lined this newly-formed mineral and were separated from the mineralization

front by a dense collagenous matrix. These histological and ultrastructural

descriptions were consistent with the normal developmental features of
cementogenesis i__n_n .situ (Paynter and Pudy, 1958; Selvig, 1964; Lester, 1969a,b;

Jande and Belanger, 1970; Owens, 1980; Cho and Garant, 1989). Conversely,
we have also shown that recombinations of these same tissues but with

basement membrtane excluded failed to form a mineralized tissue that
remained fused to dentin; thus, we concluded that the presence of a basement

membrane on the developing root surface was necessary for formation of an

adhering, acellular surface mineralization. However, all recombinations
failed to reproduce the complete histological picture of root development
with accompanying periodontal ligament formation.

Ln this study, Group A ( DS- BM + ERS + DS), in 92% (11/12) of cases,
showed results similiar to those reported above for recombinations

containing basement membrane, namely, adherence of bone to dentin. It has
been demonstrated that salivary epithelium can produce a new basement

membrane during two hour i__n_n ...vitro culture in the absence of mesenchyme

(Banerj. t al., !977). In a similiar manner, ERS, by overnight incubation
with dentin, may have restored the basement membrane that was earlier

removed by trypsinization. This might explain why Group A showed
similiar results to earlier recombinations

(Chapter 1) where the original

basement membrane was preserved. The manner in which basement
membrane could induce an adherent mineralization of the dentin surface is
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unknown. Two possible mechanisms are proposed: (1) based on yetundefined but biologically significant information contained within its

unique molecular composition, the basement membrane may induce
adjacent undifferentiated dental sac

mesenchymal cells to begin the

mineralization process; or (2) basement membrane may merely act as a

suitable substrate within which mineralization can occur.

The question then arises as to why PDL formation did not occur in

Group A if a basement membrane was replaced during culture (ie. in this case
both a basement membrane and epithelium would be present as in Group B).

One explanation may be the potential differences between these two basement
membranes as a result of their differing developmental backgrounds. Group

B basement membrane was preserved from the in situ situation and

represents a normal day-28 structure. In Group A, however, if a basement
membrane was present, it was newly-formed by transplanted day-25 ERS, and
as such would probably be quite different in composition and inductive

capacity than that found in Group B. Tooth development has been shown to
be a very ordered, sequential event that is largely determined and directed by

previous cell interactions with the extracellular environment (eg. inner
enamel epithelium first requires predentin secretion before ameloblast
differentiation can occur). It may be that the series of tissue interactions
which precede day-28 basement membrane production are developmentally

important in determining its biological potential and may significantly

distinguish it in a functional manner from the reproduced, artificallymanipulated basement membrane found in Group A.
The results from Group B (D + BM + ERS + DS), where PDL formation

occurred, agree with previous studies where developing odontogenic tissues
were recombined and grafted intraocularly (Yoshikawa and Kollar, 1981;

Palmer and Lumsden, 1988). In these experiments, PDL formation occurred

only when epithelium, either enamel organ or ERS, was included in the
tissue combinations. Studies in which

monkey incisor roots were extracted,

root-planed to remove cementum, and then root-modified to allow
recombination with various dental tissues before reimplantation further

support this finding (Andreason and Kristerson, 1981; Lindskog et al., 1988).
Using this experimental protocol, Andreason and Kristerson (1981) found
cementum formation when dental sac was used, but only in those areas of sac

where odontogenic epithelial cells were preserved, while Lindskog et al.

(1988) have reported cementum formation associated with the inclusion of
enamel organ epithelium. Similiarly, when incisor teeth were extracted,
dried in air for varying tirne periods, and then reimplanted in their original

sockets, it was found that a normal periodontal ligament formed only where

epithelial rest ceils were preserved (L6e and Waerhaug, 1961). These results
from developmental and postdevelopmental situations, along with the

results presented here, suggest that epithelium (ie.ERS) may play an active
and necessary role in the cellular interactions which initiate cementogenesis

and periodontal attachment formation.

If epithelium is required to induce developmental cementogenesis, its

presence may also be required for post-developmental cementum formation.
The formation of new cementum on denuded or diseased root surfaces is
consid,’ed a

requisite for successful regeneration of periodontral ligament

attachment following regenerative surgical procedures (Gottlow et al., 1984;

Magnusson et al., 1985). The processes of developmental and regenerative
cementogenesis may be closely related and, based on our findings, could
involve interactions between epithelial and undifferentiated mesenchymal

cell populations. Certainly odontogenic epithelium is present in the adult
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periodontal ligament as a basket-like network of cells known as the epithelial
rests of Malassez, remnants of the epithelial root sheath. The distribution,
physiologic potential, and in vi.t.ro culture characteristics of these cells has
been described ( Ten Cate, 1965; Spouge, 1980; Brunette et al., 1979). A number
of reports ( L6e and Waerhaug, 1961; Lindskog et al., 1988) suggest that

epithelial rest cells may play an important role in reparative cementum
formation and maintainance of the periodontal ligament space. Interestingly,
attempts to enhance cementum regeneration following surgical entry by
conditioning root surfaces with various basement membrane components
(eg. fibronectin, laminin) have proven largely unsuccessful (Caffesse et al.,
1985; Smith et al., 1987). Our findings suggest that not only must the proper
conditions exist on the root surface, but epithelium must also be present in

order for periodontal attachment formation to occur.

Attempts, both in vivo and in vitro, to define the progenitor ceil
population involved in regenerative cementogenesis have been only
partially successful. Radioautographic studies examining the cell kinetics of
the periodontal ligament have yielded conflicting results (McCulloch, 1987;
Aukhil and Iglhaut, 1988) while in vitro culture of PDL fibroblasts on various
dentin substrates have failed to demonstrate cementum formation (Melcher
et al., 1986). The periodontal ligament, however, is not a homogeneous

population of fibroblasts but rather a heterogeneous mixture of epithelial,
endothelial, and mesenchymal cells. Subculturing of PDL tissue could serve
to selectively remove resident epithelial cells and, consequently, an
important PDL cellular component that may be involved-in cementogenesis
would be absent in these i_on vitr____._0_o experiments. In our laboratory, when

cultured, subdivided PDL cells were recombined with dentin and basement
membrane and grafted intraocularly, cementum, periodontal ligament,

and
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even bone failed to form (preliminary results, unpublished). The role that

epithelium may play in recombinations involving adult PDL tissue will be
the focus of a separate investigation.
When all recombinations from

Chapters

1 and 2 of this thesis are

compared, it appears that basement membrane provides the root surface
condition required for deposition of a mineralized material on dentin. In
some ways this process seemed uncontrolled as mineralization appeared
continuous and unpatterned. The inclusion of ERS with preserved basement

membrane in these recombinations, however, demonstrated a more

regulated response, with the formation of a complete periodontal ligament in
25% of cases. The mechanism by which ERS cells may interact with
undifferentiated mesenchyme to accomplish this phenomenon is yet

unexplained. Cell labelling studies have shown that the ERS is an actively
dividing structure (McHugh and Zander, 1965) that is mitotically associated
with proliferative growth centers in the neighbouring mesenchymal tissue

during its apical migration (Hoffman and Gillette, 1964:). The proliferative

growth center in the dental sac provides cells which will differentiate into
cementoblasts and fibroblasts of the future periodontal ligament (Hoffman
and Gillette, 1964). But what is the biological (rather than physical)

relationship between the ERS and these mesenchymal stem cell populations?

Epithelio-mesenchymal interactions are an integral part of tooth crown, hair,
and limb development (Kollar, 1983; Thesleff and Hurmerinta, 1981; Slavkin,

1978), and the ERS may be involved in a similiar interaction with dental sac
in PDL development. This interaction could be partially mediated by the

basement membrane which it shares with the developing dentin surface,
which may explain why both ERS and basement membrane are required for

PDL formation in our recombinations.

The observation that recombinations of odontogenic tissue produce a
PDL-like structure when ERS and basement membrane are included suggests

that PDL development may depend upon a complex interaction of
unmineralized dentin, extracellular matrix ( i.e. basement membrane),

epithelium (ERS), and mesenchyme (dental sac). Further research is

necessary to better

understand and define the mechanisms involved in these

interactions. This information may be invaluable to understanding normal

PDL development and to maximizing the regenerative potential of the
periodontium.

CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

The following tissues were successfully isolated from developing
molar tooth germs: day-25 dentsal sac, day-25 ERS, day-28 dentin
devoid of basement membrane, and day-28 dentin with basement
membrane retained. By immunohistochemistry, the _preservation or
exclusion of specific tissues was verified.

An .in vivo model of root development was constructed by
recombining isolated tissues and grafting the recombinants
intraocularly into adult male hosts. This technique provided an ideal
culture condition and maximized the potential for continued
development of the manipulated tissues.
Results from Control Groups confirmed the established ability of
dental sac to form bone in intraocular culture sites. It would then
appear that dental sac must contain stem cell populations capable of
osteoblastic differentiation under appropriate inductive conditions.
Recombinations of dental sac and dentin devoid of basement
membrane formed bone which, in the majority of cases (83%), failed to
adhere or cement to the root dentin surface.. These results suggest that
the conditions necessary for adhesion or fusion of a mineralized
material to dentin are not present in this recombination group.

Recombinations of dental sac and dentin with basement membrane
preserved formed bone which in 100% of cases fused to the root dentin
surface. The adherent mineralized tissue was acellular and shared
many of the characteristics of acellular cementum. These results
suggest that the presence of basement membrane on the root surface
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promotes the formation of a mineralized, cementum-like tissue
attachment to dentin.
Recombinations of dental sac, dentin devoid of basement membrane,
and ERS demonstrated similiar results in 92% of cases. We suggest that
the ERS may reproduce a basement membrane on dentin, or may
interact with dental sac in other unexplained ways.
Recombinations in which both basement membrane and ERS were
included demonstrated formation of a periodontal ligament-like
structure in 25% of cases. These results suggest that both basement
membrane and ERS are required in inductive tissue interactions
which lead to PDL formation.

TABLE 1.

Summary of tissue recombinations involving
dentin (D), basement membrane (BM); and dental sac (DS).

GROUP

TISSUES
USED

_IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE
Keratin

Non-adherent

Control

Adherent

n/a

DS, D, BM

TABLE 2.

MINERALIZATION

n/a

16

10/12(83%)

16

0/12 (0%)

2/12(17%)

12/12
(100%)

Summary of tissue recombinations involving dentin (D),
basement membrane (BM), dental sac (DS), and
epithelial root sheath (ERS).

GROUP

Control

A

TISSUES
USED

n

DS

5

.IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE
Keratin

AP

MINERALIZATION
Non-adherent

Adhere.n._.t

+

n/a

n/a

DS, D, ERS

16

+

+

1/12(8%)

11/12 (92%)

DS, D, BM
& ERS

16

+

+

0/12

12/12

(0%)

(00%)
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PDL

3/12
(25%)

Fig. 1

Light micrograph (L.M.) of a section of the mandibular first molar of a
day-25 CD-1 mouse. Root forrnation has commenced. The ERS separates the
dental papilla (DP) from the dental sac (DS) and bone (B). Enamel (E) and
dentin (D) formation are evident in the crown of the tc-oth.

X125

88

9O

Fgo 2o
LoMo of the apical area of the day-25 first mandibular molar pictured in
Fig. 1. The E, consisting of wo cell layers, part ly encloses the dental

papilla (DP)o
X138

Fig. 3o

LoMo of the E of a dayo25 firs mandibular murine molar
dentin (D) formation has begun. The ERS consists as a two ceillayer suctureo

92

Fgo 4o
Diagrammatic representation of a developing dayo28 firs mandibular
murine molar ooh germ. ERS is situated in a

cryp between denat sac (DS)

and denal papilla (DP)o DS was isolated from he area outlined directly

subjacent o DPo

94

LoMo of a ypsin-treated dentin specimen incubated with antiserum to
laminino No evidence of staining for laminin is seen

X400

LoMo of an EDTAotreated dentin specimen incubated with antiserum to
laminino Positive staining for laminin () is evident on the peripheral

(cemental) side of the root dentin specimen
X325

96

Fgo 7o
LoMo of Conol Group (dental sac) sped,meno A bone-like Nssue (B)
wih cells entrapped within a mineralized matrix is seen

Fig 8.

LoMo of Control Group (dental sac) specimen after incubation with
iserum

o alkaIine phosphaaSeo

Positive saining is observed associated

with entrapped and lining cells ()o

98

Fgo 9o
LoMo of Group I (D BM + DS) recombination
X400

Fig. 10.

L.Mo of Group I (D BM + DS)recoMnationo

In both Figures 9 and I0, a clear separation is evident between the
dentin surface (D) and bone (B). The separation occurs a he outer edge of the
dentin specimen.

100

Fig. 11.

LoMo of oer Group i (D- BM + DS) recombination. paraffon of
e ne (B) from e deni (D) surface as occurred a e outer edge of
dentin specimen

X610
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Fig. 12.

LoMo of Group II (D + BM + DS) recombination. A bonelike
mineral

d material (B) has bn deposited on the dentin specimen (D)o A

dklyostaining line (L) delioeates the junction of ne and dentin.

Fig. 13.

LoMo of Group II (D + BM + DS) recombination with fusion of bone (B)
to dentin (D)o The mineralized tissue has uniformly adhered to t-he dentin

and appears predominantly acellularo A dark, hematoxylin line is seen at the

surface of the dentin.

104

Fig, 14.

LoMo of another Group II (D + BM + DS) recombination. A darklystaidrg hematoxylio line (L) is evident between the dentin (D) and the
acellular miner zed

sue (AC)o
X600
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Hgo 15.
LoMo of Group II (D + BM + DS) recombination in the anterior eye
chamber The spedmen has been parmffin-embedded d in.bated with
antiserum to kerano Cells of

e corne epithelium (CE) serve as a positive

control. Tissues ( * ) lying on dentin (D) within the graft do not display

positive staining for keratin.

Fig. 16.

LoMo of Group II (D + BM + DS) recombination embedded in paraffin
and incGDated with antiserum to alkaline phosphataseo The dentin (D)

specimen lies on the lower edge of the section with boneoIike material (B)
fused to it and cupying the center of he se ono Cells () both witihin

the mineralized matrix and lining the mineralized tissue demonstrate

positive staining for alkaline phosphataseo
X400
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Fig. 17.
Transmission elecon micrograph (ToEoMo) of a

Group I (D- BM + DS)

recombination. An incomplete union of bone (B) to dentin (D) is seen

X5850

Fig. 18.

ToEoMo of Group I (D- BM + DS) recombination and magnification of
Fig. 17. Tearing and partial separation of bone (B) Dom dentin (D) has
occurred.

X19220
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Fig 19o

ToEoMo of Group H (D + BM + DS) recombination a interface of dentin
(D) and ne (B)o The originM dentin surface (D) co be seen in the lower left
corner of he section, with a uniform area of newlyoformed acellular issue

(AC) fused to ito Discrete ci of mineralization (FM) extend peripheral to this
maerialo Mesenchymalolike cells (C) are sn lining he mineral surface and

separated from he ineralizaion fron by a dense, irregularlyoarranged
collagenous maix (CM)o
X5500

t12

Fig 20

ToEoMo of Group II (D + BM + DS) recombinaioa aad magaificaion of
lower rigbo area of Ngo 19o eoblas- or cemenoblas-like cells are separated
from he oucroppiag mineralizaioa froae (MF) by a dease, collagenous
maix (CM)o

Collagea fibriIs caa be seea in crossosecoa ( ), d orieaed

parallel
X12500
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Fig. 21.

ToE.Mo of another area of ehe same Group

(D + BM + DS)

recombiraion as in Fig. 19. Denein (D), he advancing mineralizaior fron

(MF), the peripherN collagenous matrix (CM), and lining cells (C) are
X45
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ToEoM. of Group

(D + BM + DS) recombinaiono Dentin (D),

mineralization fron (MF), and lining cells (C)o

X3980

Fig. 23.

ToEoMo of Group H (D + BM + DS} recombination arid higher

magnificaNon of cells in lower area of Fig. 22. Two lining cells (C) are

separaeed from ehe mineralizaeion frone (MF) by a collagenous maerix (CM)o

Collagen fibriIs dose eo ehe rooe appear in cross-section while chose cIoser eo
the cells e oriented paratld to he mineral surface.

X17910
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Fig. 24.

LoMo of a Group A (D BM + E + DS) recombination. A bone-like
tissue (B) is fused

o he outer asc of he denNn sface (D)o ne (B) is also

fused o he predentin (PD) aspect of he denin specimen A darkly-staining

heaoxylin line () demarkaes he jun on of bone and denino
X660

122

Fig.

LoMo of moter Group A (D BM + E + DS) recombinaffono An.
acellular, mineralized material (AC) is seen fused o

e dentin (D) wih an

aggreg on of more-peripherally placed cells ( * )o Bone (B) is pres

beyond

he cellular zone.
X1040

Fig 26.

LoMo of Group A (D- BM + ERS + DS) recombination and

magnification of Fig. 25. A darkly-saining hematoxylin line delineates he
junction of an acellular material (AC) and dentin (D)o
X1040
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Fig 27
LoMo of Group B (D + BM + ERS + DS) recombination. An acellular
mineralized material (AC) is seen adhering

o dentin (D)o A zone of loosely-

arranged cells ( * ) lies peripherN o ACo
X450

Fig 28
LoMo of Group B (D + BM + ERS + DS) recombination and

magnification of Fig. 27 A hemaoxylin line is seen a he junction of dentin
(D) and he overlying mineralized [issue (AC)o
X1280

Fig. 29.

LoM. of Group B (D + BM + ERS + DS) recombinaeiono A peripheral
shell of bone (B) is aeeached o ehe re denein surface (D) by a fibrous, cellular
issue { * ). Fibers are seen spanning from bone (B) and inserting into he

peripheral aspic of ehe deneia.
X460
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Fig. 30.

LoMo of a Group B (D + BM + ERS + DS) recombination When
oriented in this dimension, the section resembles a devMoping rt with a

periodontal ligament (PDL)o A PDLqike sucture ( * ) attaches denffn (D) to
peripheral bone (B)o Some cellular orgaNzaion is also evident on he pulpal
aspect (DP) of the denno The apical aspect of the dentin specimen appears to
be undergoing elongation or growth ()o
X385
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Fig. 31.

LoMo of a Group B (D + BM + E + DS) recombination in cross-section.
A zone of fibrous [issue is in[erposed between bone (B) and dentip (D), with
fibers (F) connecting the two issueSo

X50

Fig. 32.

LoMo of a Group B (D + BM + ERS + DS) recombination and
magnification of Fig. 29. Bone (B), dentin (D), PDLolike tissue ( * ), pulpat

aspect of denotin (DP)o
X405
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Fig. 33.

LoMo of a Group A (D BM + ENN + DS) recombination stNned with
antiserum

o keraino ERS () is sn preserved as a vo-ceH layer

sucmre lying on dentin (D)o
X453

Fig 34.

LoMo of a Group B (D + BM + ERS + DS) recombination stained with

o kera[ino The EF in lhis section appears o be undergoing some
ch geso On he left, boe wo cell layer morphology is eviden bu, on tbe
rigbG the EP appears reduced o ore ce11 layero
antiserum

X430
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Fig. 35

LoMo of a Group A (D- BM + E + DS) recombination treated 4th
antiserum to alkaIine phosphatase (AP)o Cells displaying positive staining for

AP are obseed within and surrounding he issue ha lies on he dentin
(D)o

Fig 36.

LoMo of a Group B (D + BM + ERS + DS) recombination stained wih
anffserum to alkaline phosphatase (AP)o Ceils displaying specific staining for

AP envelop the mineralized tissue which overlies dentin (D)o
X420
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Fig. 37.

ToE.Mo of a Group A (D- BM + E

+ DS) recombinaeiono A double

lair of darkly staining cells (E), resembling epithelial cells, lines he root
surface (D). interposed tween these cells and denn, lies a celloassodated
zone of collagenous matrix (CM) and a dentin-associated zone of acellular
mineralized tissue (AC). The iunceion of AC and D is demarkaeed by a darker

staining line (L) on the original dentin surface. Peripheral to the epithelial
cells lies a collagenous matrix with evidence of bone formation (B)o
X5850
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Fig. 38.

ToEoMo of a Group A (D BM + E + DS) recombinaiono A oneocell

layer of epihelialolike cells (E), dentin (D), dentin-associated acellular
materiaI (AC), collagen fibrils (CF)o
X6130
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Fig, 39,

ToEoMo of Group A (D BM + ERS + DS) recombNaion and

magnification of Fig, 38. Dentin (D), lining cells (E)o ColIagen fibrils (CF) are
seen oriented parallel to the mineralization front (MF)o

X25000
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Fig. 40

ToEoMo of Group B (D + BM + EP@ + DS) recombin.aiono Three zones
e distinguisbable: (Zone 1) A wide layer of irregular, acellular mineralized

sue (AC) is fused o tbe dentin surface (D), wlnile external to AC, a zone
(Zone 2) of coIlagenous fibriIs assumes a woven appearance and separates he
miner

zation front (MF) from a area (Zone 3) of moreoperipherally placed

cellso Magnification of hese hree zones is provided in Figures 41, 42, and 43.
X6300
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go 41o
ToEoMo of Group B (D + BM + E + DS) recombinaeion and
magnification of Zone 1 in Fig. 40. An irregular, acellular mineralized tissue
(AC) has fused o denein (D). The junceion of {hese vo

sues is demarkaed

by a dk line (L) on he denein surface.
X6880

Fig 42.

ToEoMo of Group B (D + BM + E + DS) recombination and

maification of Zone 2 in Fig. 40. A layer of collagen fibrils (CF), cut in crossseceion, separates mineralized issue (AC) from c s (E}o An areifaceual fold is

present in the cener of he collagen.ous zone
X10080
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Fig. 43.

ToEoMo of Group B (D + BM + E + DS) recombination and

magnification of Zone 3 in Fig. 40. A double Iayer of darklyosaining cells (E)
ties external to

e collagenous zone (CM)o Tese ceIts ave abundant rough

endoplasmic reicu.lum ( ?o CeIlular degeoeration is suggested by
numerous dilated cyopiasmic orgaaeileso
X70
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Fig

ToEoMo of Group B (D + BM + E + DS) recombination and
magnification of Zon 3 in Fig 40. A biolayer of epithelialolike ceils is
picmredo The cell in the upper layer has a Iarge nucIeus (N) and all cells
abundant rough endoplasmic retilum (RER)o Evidence of desmosomal
a[achmen is presen[ be[ween he lower

wo cells ()o The ceil in [he

upper aspec of he section is more lightly sained and mesenoyma1-1ikeo
X8240
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Fig 45.

ToEoMo of Group B (D + BM + E + DS) recombinaiono An organized
budle of collagen fibrils (CF) courses between wo epRhelialolike cells and
iosers into he inner collagenous zone (CZ)o Collagen fibrils are seer in

crossose on on he righ ( ); a condensation of collagen fibrils is seen on he
lower lef ()o
X16380
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Fig

ToEoMo of Group B (D + BM + E + DS) recombination and
magnification of collagen bundle in Fig. 45. Collagen fibrils wih a ypical 67
nm

sagger are s

n between he extensions of

o epiheliaiolike cells of he

cellular zone
X60750
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